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Cour t rulin g stirs cont rove rsy on pay raise
s
By Paul Keegan

·

'

Last week's surprise ruling by the state Supreme Court
against the University System has touched off a storm of
controversy, over both the System's merit pay-increase
policy and whether the System owes its workers as much
as $5.4 million in back pay or nothing at all.
On Wednesday the state Supreme Court reversed a
lower court decision in ruling that the $2.7 million
appropriated by the state legislature in 1977 for a cost-ofliving rainse should have beenused for a seven percent
across-the-board increase for System employees.
But the University System Board of Trustees spent the
money for merit raises, giving the increase to some, but
denying others.
The System has not decided whether or not to ask for a
re-hearing, but according to University spokesman Art
Grant, because of the fact that the suit was brought by the
State Employees Association (SEA) on behalf of the less
thnn 200 operating staff it represents at Keene State and

Plymouth State Colleges, the decision ;may apply only to
those unionized operating staff members.
But the Supreme Court ruled that the funds "were to be
used for. .. a seven percent increase for all system
employees."
And though Grant said the decision "doesn't say the
University System has to pay anything," both the SEA
and the union that the state has recognized as the
collective bargaining agent for the workers of UN H's
Physical Plant Operations and Maintenance (PPO&M)
department claim the decision will mean the System
should owe all its 3,200 employees back pay for fiscal
years 1977-78 and 1978-79.
"It is a nightmare for the University,"said John Duffy,
a PPO&M carpenter and acting president of the local
chapter of the American Federation of State, County,
and Municipal Employees (AFSCME). "I interpret the
decision as meaning that the Univeristy System will owe
c1H it~ employee~ a ~eveu peu.:c:ut pay H1isc: fo r two years

on top of the merit raises already given, and the seven
percent increase given us (across-the-board) this year
would be based on those higher salaries.
The workers at PPO&M voted 115-94 on Feb. 22 to
unionize, making AFSCME the first union to win
representation at UNH. The state Public Employees
Labor Relations Board issued a bargaining order, but the
System has filed a motion to suspend that order, and has
filed an appeal to the state Supreme Court.
-Both unions have indicated they will sue if their
members do not receive retroactive cost-of-living pay
. increases in addition to the merit pay increases already
awarded.
"They're dreaming," Grant said when told of the
union's plans. "The court said they should have received
at least a seven percent increase, and everyone who was
found to have done satisfactory work recieved at least a ·
seven percent increase. There was only a small number
wno recetvea Iess man that for unsaustactory wor!C. "
Pay Raises, page 8 _
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Vice Pres iden t Stev ens
By Dennis Cauchon

Richard Stevens, Vice President
for Student Affairs

Under pressure from administrators within the University and
the University System, Richard
Stevens, Vice President of Student
Affairs, has announced he intends
to start a paid leave of absence July
1 and not return.
Stevens, in a letter sent Monday
to about 100 staff members, said he
would spend a year working in
Washington, D.C. with a national
association involved in higher
education, and then find a job
elsewhere.
According to a high University
official, Stevens's exit was
intended to be as quiet as possible
to minimize discorti within
Student Affairs and the rest of the

Pane l discu sses
•
anor
exia nerv osa
By
Kim Billings

scious level and many times the
victim does not know what it is
that is causing it.
"It can begin at birth," he $aid,
"when the mother feeds the child.
If there is a tenseness, it is
transmitted to the child."
He continued that when the
child is five or six, the mother is
concerned with her daughter's diet.
"Usually overly concerned,"
Condon said.
.
In the case of Colette Brooks, a
former victim of anorexia, her
siege with the disease began while
she was in ballet school.
"There was a great deal of
pressure on us about keeping our
weight down," she said . "It was
peer pressure and pressure from
the coaches."
She said that a dancer must be
tall, thin, and have straight lines.
"What do you do," she said
" when you 're a dancer and your'
thighs start bulging?" In Colette's
case, she was told to wear a girlde
when she was thirteen years old.
'.' I can't really say if it had a
definite effect," she said. "But it
was an impact."
"I remember my family and I
sitting at the dining room table
eati!lg spaghetti. I simply could not
eat 1t. I was so angry that I tipped
Campus Calendar_ _ page 5 over the table and walked out."
Notices..________ page 6
Colette was hospitalized when
she collapsed at a track meet. At
Editorial,letters page 10,11
Features - - - - page 12,13 · the time she weighed ninety
.
Comics ------pag e 16 pounds.
Her treatment consisted of
Class ads-----pa ge 15
Sports
p~ges 19,20 signing a pact with her family
ANOREXIA, page 5

Anorexia nervosa is selfinflicted starvation.
The victims are usually women.
In fact, only about two percent are
men.
Nobody really knows what
causes this detrimental phenomenon of "weight-phobia."
In an enlightening discussion in
McConnell Hall last night, a
psychologist , two nurse
practitioners, and a cured
anoerexic, related their
experien.::es with anorexia nervosa
and how they have dealt with it.
"We just lnow the crfreria of
anorexia," said Robert Condon, a
clinical psychologist from the
Counseling and Tes ting Center in
Schofield House. "The pieces of
the puzzle form tentatively.
Usually it starts out with the
mother feeling ambivalent at best
about her child, and unhappy at
the worst about her. The mother
has a fear of herself which she
portrays through the child."
Condon said that anorexia
nervosa works on the subcon-

Inside

University.
Stevens, who is the fifth top
administrator to leave in the last
year, was not available for
comment.
Interim UNH President Jere
Chase is in California for the week
meeting with alumni. He did not
issue the usual official statement
on Stevens's diparture.
A rift between the Academic
Affairs office and the Student
Affairs office became so
aggravated last year a committee
headed by Assistant Professor of
English Ron Winslow was formed ·
to study the problem.
Tensions within the Student
Affairs office were also a factor in
Stevens's depart'lre. Two years
ago a nationwide search was
conducted to find a replacement
for Dean of Students Bonnie
Newman.
The committee recommended
Associate Dean of Students
William Kidder be promoted to
the position, but Stevens rejected
the suggestion. Stevens has served
as acting Dean of Students since
then.
Kidder said yesterday he had
been asked not to comment om
Stevens's resignation.
Tile Student Senate last March
23 passed a resolution crjticizing
Student Affairs for being
unresponsive to student needs and
structurally deficient.
"(Pressure) came from all sides,"
the University official said, "the
faculty, top principal administrators, from within his own
division, and from the students.
It's all · been building up and its
culminated in his resignation."
Stevens was also pressured b[

•
IS

ease d out

the University System's
Administrative Board, the board
which evaluates the performance
of top administrators. The Board
consists of Unive·rsity System
Chancellor Bruce Poulton, the
president of UNH, the presidents
of Keene and Plymouth State
Colleges, and the Dean of
Merrimack Valley College.
The Board had received negative
comments on Stevens's performance.
"There's no doubt personality

comes into play as well," the source
said.
· Stevens had not been considered
an active member of either formef
University President Eugene
Mills'~ or Interim President
Chase's cabinets despite being one
of three University vice presidents.
His departure had been in the
works for some time, according to
the official.
· Stevens has worked at the
VICE PRES, page 5

Dorm heat ing off;
stud ent costs up ·
· By Laura Meade

Nicholas Plebani said the cold
weather spell of this past week was
not anticipated. Plebani also
added that the heat is usually
turned off around May 1st
anyhow:
However, outside, rain and
drizzle has soaked the campus for
the past week, and temperatures
have hovered in the40's and 50's by
day, dropping to the 30's at '1ight.
Without heat, building temper·atures also dropped. dormitory
rooms recorded lows in the 50's
and Hood House reported their
Meanwhile, this past week
temperatures between 63-66
students at the University have
degrees.
witnessed questionable actions
According to the U.S.
regarding the energy situation.
Department of Energy in
Especially in light of the energy
Washington D.C., the federal low
fees being charged next semester.
regulating heat in public buildings
Last Friday, heat for 22
university buildings was turned off at 65 degrees. A specific law
due to a ruptured hot water line on concerning heat in dormitories
Main Street. PPO&M Director, . HEAT, page 7
Last week, the Board of Trustees
for the New Hampshire university
system voted in another energy
surcharge. This $50 charge will be
added to the first semester tuition
bill of every student attending
UNH, Plymouth and Keene state
colleges. In addition, students
Jiving in residence halls next fall
face an energy surcharge of $84 for
the first semester also.

News analysis·
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He'll be booki ng it
By Art lllman

~
,,,,._. tt,i,.,5-«.
Professor John E. Carroll e~plains his sabbatical in ·c.~~da n;A, year.
(Art lllman photo)
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He took a dive and
made deep disco very
By Mark Luebbers

Scientists also found that
John Edmond, Professor of volcanic activity on the sea fJoor
Marine Chemistry at MIT will give sets up circulation patterns which
a lecture and show a film pump great volumes of
presentation on the findings of his superheated water through the
recent expedition to the ocean cracks of the earth's crust. The
:floor of the eastern Pacific in the chemical results of this process
Strafford Room of the MUB, May moderate the effects of river runoff
6, at 8 p.m.
from the continents, it is believed,
The lecture, entitled, and help maintain the chemical
"Hydrothermal Activity at the balance of the oceans.
Mid-Pacific Rise: Recycling the
The world's oceans flow
Ocean Through the Crust," is the constantly on a massive scale,
first in a series to be presented by through an underground "pressure
the UNH Sea Grant College cooker" system that is responsible
Program. Future programs will be for laying down many of the
held periodically to highlight world's richest mineral deposits.
significant research accomplishWhile only two small areas with
ments, and to examine areas of
active sea floor hot springs
environmental concern.
The focus of Edmond's lecture have been explored to date,
will be on the unexpected physical scientists suspect many similar
forces and biological activity zones of activity exist along the
found during dives along the mid- 30,000 miles of the mid-ocean
Pacific ridge near the Galapagos ridge system. It's along this system,
Islands and off the southern tip of which winds its way around the
the Baja peninsula. Edmond's globe through the major oceans,
discoveries, along with those of rather like the seam on a baseball,
Dr. Robert Ballard of the Woods that the seafloor is spreading,
Hole Oceanographic Institution, forming new crust as huge plates of
show evidence that a dynamic the earth's surface move apart.
These findings have been the
system is at work recycling all of
focus of magazine articles, and a ·
the world's oceans.
During deep dives to the mid- National Geographic television
Pacific rise, scientists were startled special which documented these
at the abundance of giant clams, discoveries with film · and video
crabs, worms and other forms of tape footage taken·· by cameras
marine life thriving around some m_ounted aboard the deep diving
of the volcanic thermal vents in the submarine Alvin.
Edmond's field work over the
ocean floor. Life in these lightless
depths, it appears, is supported by past fifteen years includes
bacteria which synthesize energy numerous research voyages,
from chemicals found in the including a Jacques Cousteau
geothermally heated water issuing expedition to the Nile River in
1978.
from the vents.

Award awarded
For the second year in a row, The New Hampshire has
been awarded a Medalist Certificate from the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association's annual school newspaper
contest and critique.
The New Hampshire scored 891 points out of a
possible 1000. The newspaper was judged on its writing,_
reporting, editing, photo
The CSP A awarded certificates in first, second and
third place positions. Medalist certificates were reserved
for first place finishers that are "a select group of
outstanding First Place publications," according to a
report from the association.
. "I'm really happy that we were able to keep our high
standards," said Rachel Gagne, editor-in-chief. "The
association has pinpointed our we~knesses and our
strengths so that next year we11 know what areas to work
on to m~ke us even a better award-winning college
newspaper."
.
Over 200 college new.-.papers belong to the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association.
·
_The New Hampshire won a medalist certificate last
year and in 1976. It won first place certificates in 1977 and
in 1978.

Grant received
Merrimack Vahey College has received a $190,608

Associate · Professor of
Environmental Conservation
John E. Carroll has been awarded
5 one year sabbatical leave grant
from the C.D. Howe Institute in
Montreal, Canada, to write a book
on United States-Canad a
environmental relations.
Dr. Carroll. who is an
-internationally recognized expert
on transborder environmental
issues, will conduct case studies on
acid rainfall, coastal tanker traffic,
the Skaggi~t High Ross Dam, the
Eas~ Port Oil Refinery, prairie
water and air quality issues,
beginqing in June.
He plans to write a book on his
research offering several modelsfor a United State-Canada
·Environmental Treaty, which
would replace or improve upon
The Boundary Waters Treaty of
J~U'J, created by Great Britain
when environmental problems
were simpler.
"The purpose of the book is to ,
show that today's environmental
issues are of serious importance. A
broader system is needed," said
Dr. Carroll. "Every issue today is
~ostly due to bureaucratic red tape.
~ach cas_e sets a p-recedent in
rnternattonal law. We are
exploring the _possibility of a treaty

•

in

Cana da

to supply answers for tpe United
Carroll has taught a course on
States and Canad~, so there does U. S .-Ca'nada Environmental
not have to be a ne_gotiation over Relations for the past three years
every little issue."
at UNH.
Carroll has secured graduate
_Among his many accomstudent Roy Severs as his project plishments, Carroll represented
assistant. Severs is a candidate for New Hampshire on the Northeast
a masters degree in Resource International Committee on
Administration and Management Energy, is a consultant for the U.S.
at UN H's Institute of Natural and Depa.r tment of Energy on
Canadian energy, and has worked
Environmental Resources.
The project will be supervised by closely on environmental issues
an advisory committee composed with Sen. Gaylord Nelson of
of 17 academic experts and private Wisconsin, Sen. Max Baucus . of
sector representatives from both Montana, and New Hampshire
Canada and the United States. The Gov. Hugh Gallen.
In addition, Carroll designed ,
committee will include the
Honorable Maxwell Cohen, until financed, organized and
recently Canadian Co-Chairman moderated the first International
of the International Joint Symposium ever held on U.S.Commission, who will also write Canada Env"ironmental, Energy
the foreward for Carroll's book. and Natural Resource Relations in
Carroll hopes to complete the April of 1978, and most recently
assisted the UNH Division of
book by the fall of 1981.
This will be Carroll's third Continuing Education in
project with C.C.Htrw~, a private, organizing a. Canada.:New
non-profit organization that England Trade Seminar a few
Carroll likened to the Brookings weeks ago.
Institute in Washington. He called
Dr. Carroll has a book to be
published in June on the d1 version
it a "think tank."
Carroll's study will conduct of the Missouri River which
many experiments over more than threatens · Canada with water
5000 miles of U.S.-Canada border pollution and flooding.
territory, including m"untains,
iii~ book on
Canada
arid regions, urban-industrial relations w1H be publlshed in
areas, polluted coastal regions, hardcover and paperback, in both
countries.
and rural-agricultural land.

u~s: _.

Rudm an 3nno unces candi dacy
By Debbie Lukacsko ,
Warren Rudman, former
Attorney General · for New
Hampshire, announced his
candidacy for the Republican
nomination for the United States
Senate in the Sullivan Room of the
MUB last night.
Rudman, who served under
former New Hampshire Governor
Meldrim Thomson, said,"through
millions of dollars of campaign
contributions and untold
illegitimate influence peddling, the
United States Senate has been
carved up by big oil companies, big
corporations, and big labor
unions."
He stated that there are too
many Senators from oil, big
business, and big labor and not
enough from New Hampshire.
Massachusetts, New York and
other states.
Rudman said he will work with a
financially tight campaign.
"There won't be any· Boston
tekvisiou ~m_pa~n, or any lavish
mailing campaign," he said . "In
1980 Americans should be able to
choose their candidate without
having the mass media present him
as just another product. That's
trying to make a silk purse out of a
sow's ear.'
Rudman feels there ought to bes
Senate that exercises discipline in
voting to raise its own, a senate
which sets an example to the
.country by holding its

compensation steady. "We must
have a Senate whose members
refuse to accept large speaking fees
from special interest organization
who play the fees only to gain favor
and win friends in the Senate,"
Rudman said.
Finally Rudman feels that the
U.S. Senate must be free from the .
force of foreign influence. He
believes in strengthening our
military protection.
"We must have a navy that does
not fall behind the Russian navy ·
with every year," Rudman said.

"We must have a nuclear arsenal
whose capability to deter war is
unquestionable."
Rudman is running on a three
fold platform, which he states is
nationally essential. He
emphasizes that the United States
·should improv~ its military
situation, control inflation and
gain energy independance.
"Other countries have· less
technical machines that we do, but
they work just as well," Rudman
said. "Just look at the recent

·RUDMAN,
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HAD TO GIVE UP. {George Newton photo)

New s Brie fs

Merchan ts donate
Uppercut Haircutt~rs will donate all proceeds, and
Burger King will donate proceeds from their large fries
sales to The Friends of Durham Day Care this Monday,
May 5th.
The friends of Durham Day Care includes members of
the Durham Children's Center and the Little People's
Center. The donations will replace some of the Title XX
funds denied the center by the State Legislature this year.

grant from the Divfaion of Education Programs of the
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).
fhe college will use the funds to expand its humanities
curriculum for students enrolled in associate degree
programs, extend the humanities option to t,he
baccalaureate (four-year) level and make humanities
instruction an integral part of all courses within the
general education requirements.
The grant is one of 14 grants awarded nationwide by
NEH during the first half of fiscal 1980.

The weather

Horse team meets
Students interested in forming an Intercollegiate
Horse Judging Team should attend a meeting in Kendall
Hall, Room 202.at 7 pm, Monday, May 5. The judging
will be held on October 5, 1980, in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. For more information, call Bernie Gaiser
at 862-2130.

It will be partly cloudy today with a high temperature
between 65 and 73, according to the' National Weather
Service. There is a 20 percent chance of rain on Friday
night.
Saturday will be mostly sunny with a high temperature
around 70. There will be light winds from the northeast
and a IO percent chance of rain.

Last issue
Next Tuesday will be the last regular issue of The New
Hampshire. Classified ads should be brought to our
offices by 2 p.m. today for our last issue. ·
The New Hampshire staff wishes its readers -g ood luck
on finals, and hopes they have an enjoyable summer.
i
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UNH grad runs for Senate
B'y Kevin Sullivan
Leo Lessard celebrated his
thirtieth birthday with about 100
of his friends and supporters atthe
Howard Johnson's Restaurant in
Dover last night by announcing his
intention to run for the New
Hampshire State Senate.
Lessard, a former UNH student
and employee, has served in the
State House of Representatives for
the past seven years.
He stood behind a table filled
with donated pastries, flowers, and
a large birthday cake in the shap_<:_

of the district he would represent it
Lessard explained that the
elected senator, as he outlined his university system in New
stands on the University, and what Hampshire is the 50th in the United
a senator should be.
States in State aid, and students
"This is a decade of change, and pay the second highest tuition for
a decade of challenge also," land grant universities in the
Lessard said. "It's time to turn country.
away from ill-conceived programs
"Higher education is more than
and turn to those which are more just a fine institution," Lessard
beneficiai."
said, "it is also a business which
"It is a tragedy that the staff and employs 10,000 people state wide."
faculty at our university are among
Lessard said a senator from this
the poorest paid in new England," district should be a strong
Lessard said. "And inflation is advocate of the University, and he
hurting the quality of education at feels his record over the last seven
the University."
years in the house indicates he is.
just that.
Since he was first elected to the
house in March, 1974, Lessard has
served on the house education
committee for five years, and for
the last two years he has been on
the sub committee on education of

Professors recall
Vietnam War days_

the hou,3c app1opliAtiuus. Ht!

By Christina Chant
Five English professors referred
to themselves as -.. I960 Artifacts"
in a three hour discussion entitled,
Vietnam: The Cultural Effects,
Wednesday night in HamiltooSmith.
Professors Hugh Potter, . Les
Fisher, Melody Graulich, Gary
Lindberg, and Ron Winslow spoke
with an audience of about 30
- people, the majority being women.
What began as individual
presentatior.s by the faculty
members turned into a communal,
often heated, discQssion on war,
revolution and especially the
possibility of such events to~ay
occurring as a result of the Iranian
crisis.
Each professor focused in on an
aspect of the Vietnam conflict that
influenced and involved them
personally. Fisher emphasized the
attitudes of American blacks at the
time and the fever of the civil rights
movement. ..I still feel a
revolutionary zeal," he said.
Graulich was an undergrad at
Stanford University in Berkeley
during the Vietnam-protest years.
Out of the anti-war movement
emerged the women ·s movement.
Says Graulich: "Vietnam was a
male topic, draft and war were
male territories. There - was
exploitation during the w~r

VIETNAM, page 5

LESSARD, page 8

UNH wishes "Guten Tag''
By Susan Murray

Area high school students found
out there's more to German studies
at UNH than learning the
language, at yesterday's German
High School Day in the MUB.
About fifty students took part in
the annual program to introduce
them to UN H's German
Department, but this year the
preview was different. It changed
from what German Day organizer
Professor Denis Sweet called "a lot
of popular, folksy activities" to a
serious interdepartmental
presentation of the possibilities
and meaning of studying German
culture.
"Since this is a University,
German High School is going
to provide intellectual content; to
show what a University is about,"
Sweet said.
As promised, the students were
captivated as Professor Marron
Fort opened the program with a
talk on National Socialism that
said, in effect, "it can happen
here."
His speech was an effective,
unsettling· introduction to the film
that followed. The Bridge,
sponsored by the German
Consulate General, was a
politically non-partisan portrayal
of a group of German high school
boys who are drafted into the
fighting in the final days of World
War II.
"It's very interesting. I'd never
seen this from a German
perspective" saud UNH political
science major Jim Tedesco. "They
didn't seeem to know what they
were fighting for."
Short talks on German-related
topics were presented after the
movie by Sociology professor

has

movement of women. I remember also served as chairman of the
planning a sit-in and being told
legislative utility consumers
that I could go home and bake
council, and chairman of the
chocolate chip cookies for it. At
county delegation to the house.
that time I would have assumed
He was an integral proponent of
that baking cookies was the proper
the New Hampshire incentive aid
thing for me to do." Graulich
program which now provides
emphasized that it was no accident $600,000 in grants to students and
that the women's movement,
7 million dollars in guaranteed
which became "the" movement of loans. Lessard said New
the seventies, grew out of the
Hampshire was the last stale in the
radical, political atmosphere of the nation to institute such a program.
60's.
Lessard sponsored the student
The initial feeling of moral trustee bill, which allows for
indignation against the Vietnam student representation to the
conflict changed into a feeling of. trustees of the University system.
He emphasized the need for
absurdity, that was refl_ec~ed in
literature. Potter made this literary bicycle paths between Durham
response to the war: the focus of. and Dover because the two towns
are "economically and socially
his talk. The "comic grotesque
became a prevalent mode of tied," and the need to develop
expression in theatre, movies and alternate means of transportation.
"As the cost of gas neai:_s two
especially novels such as
"Slaughterhouse Five" by Kurt dollars a gallon," Lessard said,
"the Kari-van should be extended
Vonnegut.
.
"The war, I'm not even sure it to include all segments of the
was a war," said Potter, "was public. The University could be
vague. I didn't really know who we persuaded to open up the Kari-van
were fighting. The enemy was if the high cost of insurance was
somehow undefinable; there was supplied by the State."
Lessard said he advocates solar
no feeling of control, only
remoteness. In World War I and power and hydro-power, and said
World War II, we could see the he considered wood heat a reality.
enemy. Vietnam was a war being "Conservation is a crucial part of
fou2ht in hallucinations. there was controlling the state's energy
a predominance of drugs among consumption," he said.

State Rep. Leo Lessard, UNH graduate, announced his candidacy for
, NH State Senator last night . .

Allman Brothers
are not sold out ·
By Debbie Lukacsko
The Allman Brothers are
scheduled to appear May 6 at
Snively Arena, and ticket sales are
fa.r below what the Stude_nt
Committee On Popular Entertainment (SCOPE) had expected.
"There are a lot of tickets left,"
said Sandy Neatty. ticket manager
of the Memorial Union Ticket
Office. "They are nowhere near
selling out."
.
. .
According to Jim Pughsi,
productions manager. and
incoming SCOPE _President,
approximately 2,000 tickets have
been sold. The arena holds a
capacity of 3,500 people.
According to a spokesman for the
MUB ticket office, if the concert
doesn't sell out, SCOPE will have
to dip into their reserve funding to
make up the difference.
Last year, the Student Sen~te
passed a spe~ial ~me~dm~nt with
this type of situation m mmd. The
amendment to the SCOPE budget
places $5,000 of the organi2:41tion's
$26 000 concert money mto a
"sp;cial reserve fund."
This amendment was passed to
encourage SCOPE to run in a
more "business-like manager." In
the case of a financial emergency,
such as the Frampton '.(iasco,
where SCOPE lost $13,000 on the

S~ptember 22 Peter Frampton
concert, they could tap into this
fund. If the Allman concert does
not sell out, SCOPE will be forced
to depend on these funds.
There are a number of reasons
why the tickets are not selling. "I
think part of the reason why the
tickets aren't selling is because of
the timing involved,., Neatty said.
"They (SCOPE) have to face the
fact that everyone can't do
everything at this time of year. The
majority of students are
knuckeling down to study for
finals. People just aren't thinking
of concerts. They're thinking of
other things like getting out of
school..,
Tickets are $10 for students and
$12 for non-students. "The price is
not unreasonable especially for a
double billing," Neatty said. "The
problem is that the s~udents_ar~n't
willing to pay that pnce at this time
of the year . .,
If there is a loss due to lack of
interest, SCOPE will still operate
as usual.
"The show will go on as
normally scheduled," Puglisi said.
"We don't anticipate a loss. We
think the ' concert will sell out.
However, if we do face a loss, the
money will come from the previous
years reserves."

Simon Poll, History • professor in learning German ..just to be able
Jeffrey Diefendorf, and the to converse with someone in
Director of the annual symposium another language. I want to get
on East Germany, Christoph firsthand knowledge of another
Schumach.
culture," he said.
An interdisciplinary approach is
After ending the German Day
key to what Sweet considers a by drawing for door prizes, Sweet
meaningful approach to German evaluated its success this way:
studies.
"I think we put together a
"The phenomenon of German program that showed how a
culture can't just be gotten at University studies a culture-through language studies," he said. sociologically, politically,
"The German Department is linguistically."
planning other programs with an
interdisciplinary focus. I hope this
German Day heralds a change
here."
The students had a chance to
discuss the movie and lecture over
a German lunch of knockwurst
and pumpernickel.
"I liked coming here, hearing the
lectures and meeting the
professors" said Jeanne Freeze, a
Portsmouth High School
sophomore.
UNH German student Matthew
Mahon thought the program
successfully drew the high school
students into the activities.
"This was not a frightening
experience," he said. "People
usually come here scared, but
nobody was pushing them today,
and they seemed to relax."
Freshman Jim Tedesco, who
will be spending his junior year in
Trier in a Georgetown University
program, said "I don't think
everyone knows how much .you
can do in the German Departmen_t.
Going abroad, I think I1l learn
more than I could if I never left
UNH. You have to see things,
experience them."
Although Tedesco hopes one
day to use German to work in the
From left, Professors Denis Sweet, Simon Poll and Christoph Schumacb take a break from lecturing on
State Dep~rtment. he is interested
German Day. (Jon Keenan photo)
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Servi~e company
·
f
d
·:_ rea y . or protest
By Randy Blossom_
The Public Service Co. (PSC),
builders of the Seabrook nuclear
power plant, are maintaining a
"wait and see.. attitude toward the
upcoming attempt by the
Coalition for Direct Action at
Seabrook (CDAS) to 9ccupy the
plant site May 24.
According to PSC spokesman
Gordon McKenney, the company
is not overly concerned with the
impending demonstration.
"The only matter of concern is
that of security, and the State
Police are totally in charge of
security. They don't tell us their
strategy. And we don't really want
to know," McKenney said.
McKenney saia tnat he
personally doubts- that the antinuclear demonstrators will be able
to draw the numbers that they did
in October.
"It's not going to be very warm.
in May. The swamp water will be
cold," McKenney said, recalling
the amount of time the
demonstrators spent in the
marshes outside the fence last fall.
"After the mace, the tear gas,
and all that water, they have a bad
taste in their mouths when they go
home," he said.
McKenney feels- that the antinuclear movement has only
inflicted large costs upon the State
of New Hampshire and customers
of the PSC-NH consumers, and
accomplished little else.
"The occupation attempts are
foolish, they're breaking the law,
and they don't accomplish a
goddam thing," he said.
·

"Afterthemace,theteargas,
andallthatwater,theyhavea

badtasiei"c'!::::::!:':u.ey
PSC Spokesman

Two weeks ago, the State ot
New Hampshire pub 1i c I Y
"They've been here for eight
expressed a willingness to meet
with CDAS and make arrange- or ten days and I've had no
ments towards a legal demonstra- problems with themtion at the Seabrook site in May.
John Crandall
The CDAS dismissed the offer as a
,' med'1a stunt ,, on t he ground s th a t
Seabrook Resident
the State never contacted them
personally.
"lt's a lot of hogwash," - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
McKenney said. "Both the dependent on the decisions of the
Clamshell Alliance and the Coalition. The laws have to be
Coalition for Direct Action have upheld. If their intentions are to
pretty bad credibility. ·they can destroy fences and physically take
make a statement one <tay, then over the site, that will not happen.
turn around the next and make a It leaves us no alternative but to
contradictory statement, and the defend the site," Duncan said.
press never ho Ids them
Duncan denied the coalition's
accountable. We (the PSC) could charge that the State's offer of .a
spend all day refuting their legal protest was only a media
statements and their figures. They stunt.
"It's not a media stunt, it's an
don't care if they lie, or if they are
right or wrong, because they don't honest offer. If the Coalition is
have to account for their willing to identify who it is we can
statements."
contact, then we will send them a
"But we have to be accurate, or personal letter. Our offer still
everybody will be jumping down stands. We are always willing to
our throats," he added.
work with groups like theirs in a
Dayton Duncan, press secretary legal fashion," he said.
for Governor Hugh Gallen, said
Duncan said that last year's
there have been few developments demonstration cost NH $200,000,
in the preparations for the May and that if the same number of
24th occupation attempt.
demonstrators show up, it will cost
"Unfortunately, the only at least that much this year.
development is that we have
In the wake of the layoffs at the
received word back from the Seabrook plant, which left ~~50
Coalition, through the press, that workers jobless, the Coahtton
the Coalition is not interested in declared the action "just another
having a peaceful or legal example" of how large
demonstration," Duncan said.
corporations reap all the benefits
"Their intent is to take down of nuclear power, but impose the
fences and overwhelm the police. hardships and downfalls on the
The issue is private property. The
State_'s choices are entirely
SEABROOK, page 18
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HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER STAFF;
*
1980-81
*
**
**
** Interested in Sexuality? Feminism? Sex roles? **

•yardwork
*Handywork
• Babysitting . • Housecleaning
• ... or any odd jobs
*Tutoring

.

t

***
t
*
*
*
f******************************~

.*

.

Informational meeting and workshop
Wed. May 7th, Merrimack Rm. MUB 2:30

By Randy Blossom ·
·
The Coalition for Direct Action
at Seabrook (CDAS) has been
forced to vacate its "occupation1
free-state ..--a ten acre plot of land
approximately two dozen people
had been living on in Seabrook.
The anti-nuclear group is planning
a second attempt at occupying and
blockading the Seatirook nuclear
power plant site May 24.
This is the third time the
Coalition has been forced to move
their. "free-state", a coordination
and staging area for the
occupation attempt. Members of
the anti-nuclear group are
claiming pressure from NH State
Police has forced them to leave.
The 1an<.1 belongs to 65-year-old
John Crandall, _a __retired, lifetime
resident of Seabrook. Crandall
offered the land to the CDAS at no
charge. They had been camped on
it for about ten days.
But the last few days have
brought trouble for Crandall's-trouble spelled State Police. It
seems that the state as·wellassome
Seabrook authorities are not fond
of Crandall's new house guests.
In the past week, Crandall had
come under pressure to evict the
coalition members. He was
allegedly threatened with a fine of
$100 a day for failure to comply. A
Monday April 28 noon deadline
was set. The demonstrators left for
Crandall's sake.
"They have been here for eight
or ten days," Crandall said,"and
I've had no problems with them
whatsoever. Le_gally no one el:;c
has either, not the State Police or
the town of Seabrook."

Did you kn~w that there are many foreign students who will be staying in Durham this summer an
who are looking for part-time employment?

tinterested in developing interpersonal an~
*speaking skills?
.
;
Interested in being a peer staff educator at th~
: Human Sexuality Center 1980-81

*

·

ATTENTION FACULTY AND STAFFI

; Relationships? Gay Awareness? Birth control ;

!

State Police . tell
CDA'S' 'tO
· ' get out

. If interested in hiring a student, please contact
Ann Dishman at the International Student Office.

862-2030

.
.
Crandall said the State Pohce
have driven onto his land three
times to speak to the demonstrators.
"Three cars have been here at
different times. They have no gripe ·
or complaint with me or the
demonstrators. But some bo d y sent
them. Somebody who doesn't
want to come and see me face-toface. ' It's administrators that are
causing the problem." he said.
Crandall said the problems
bringing the State Police to his
house are "petty." He said that no
one has done anything illegal to the
best of his knowledge.
"What I do on my own property
is my own busines and no one
else's. The State Police should
have talked to me instead of the
demonstrators if they felt there was
a problem here," Crandall said.
"They're passing the ,buck."
Dayton Duncan, press secretary
for NH Governor Hugh Gallen,
said he has no knowledge of any
State Police action in Seabrook
involving coalition members.
"They are not under any specific
instructions from this office in that
repect," Duncan said.
NH State Police Corp. Healy in
Concord vesterday said, "It's the
first we've heard of itat this office."
Healy suggested the Seabrook
police might know of any action
against the coalition members.
"Normally it would be at the
request of the Seabrook police if
we became involved," he said.
The Seabrook Police Chief was
unavailable for comment, and the
dispatcher said only, "They're
gone."
Crandall said he is niether for or
against nuclear power but added,
"I have nothing against nuclear
power, only the people who are
operating this plant ~nd_ t~.e way
they go about op.eratmg 1t.
• The pressure due to the repeated
State Police visits forced Cradall
to ask the CDAS members to leave
until he can resolve them. He
hopes to be able to by this
weekend. But what bothers
Crandall the most is that these
problems were created in the first
place, not by the coalition, but by
administrators. who don't want
them around, he said.
"Look, I'm a good citizen. I pay
my taxes. I have never been to the
State for aid. I feed myself. I don't
want anybody doing anythi~g f~r
me. But when they start this~ 1t s

CDAS,page6

Be Aware of the New Alcohol Laws!
As of May 24, 1979, the New Hampshire legislatur~ raised the lega~ drinking age to twenty, and modified the ·
statues concerning the possession and use of alcohobc beverages or bquor.
.
If you are a minor and falsely represent your age t~ buy an

alcoholic beverage or liquor, you may be found guilty of a
misdemeanor, which carries a maximum penalty of a $1000
fine, or a year in jail, or both.
any minor in possession of a~ alcoh~lic beyerage or liquor is
guilty of a violation, the maxunum fme bemg $100.
If you are under twenty years of age an~ are caught with an ·

alcoholic beverage, open or unopened, m anY. part of a car
you are driving without a parent or guardian, you can lose
your license for up to three months.
Any person who gives away, sells to or buys an alcoholic
beverage or liquor for a minor is gui~ty of a misd~lll:e~nor,
and may be fined up to $1000, ~r rec1eve a year m Jall, or
both.
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED-

---

Any person convicted of operating or attemptin~ to ~per~te
a motor vehicle while under the influence of an mtox1catmg _
liquor or beverage, for a first offense, is guilty of.a violation,
and;

. .
may be fined up to $1000
will lose his license and privilege to operate for a mm1mum
of 60 days, and a maximum of two years.
If convicted of D.W.I. for a second time within the last seven
years, the person is guilty of a misdemeanor, and;

may be charged a maximum fine of $1000
his license or right to operate shall be revoked for three
years.
-·
BREATH OR BLOOD TESTS---

.

If stopped and charged with D.W ..I., you do not have ~o submit to a chemical test. however, 1f you refuse, your hcense
or right to operate shall be revoked for a period of 120 days.

If you are uncertain of your rights, of the_ lows, or need
legal assistance concerning the posse~s~on or use of
alcohol or any other legal matter, call or VlSlt;
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
Rooml31MUB
862-1712

9:00-.5:00, Monday-Friday

•

/

tierself--ifs a very suicidal kind of
thing.•~
Once cured of anorexia, there is
no assurance that there will not be
a relapse. ·
·
· "If that penon begins
experiencing stress again,"
Condon said, ••she will probably
stop eating.
Claus stressed that the patient
cannot be thrown back into the
environment that caused the
disease on the first place. "It is a
team effort with everyone

Vice Pres
f

continued from page 1 '
University for 18 years. He also
received both his bachelor's and
master degree here.
Starting in 1961 Stevens served
three years as Director of Alumni
Affairs. He became assistant Dean
of Students in 1966 and Associate
Dean later that year.
He left the University in 1968 to
become Dean of Students at the
University of Rhode Island at
Kingston.
'
He returned to Durham in 1969
to serve _as Dean of Students. He
became Vice Provost of Student
Affairs under former University
President Thomas Boner. Later all
Vice Provost titles were changed to
Vice Presidents.
As Vice President of Student
· Affairs Stevens is in charge of
Residential Life, Financial Aid,
Hood House, the Memorial Union
Building, Student Activities.
Counseling and Testing, Cultural
Programming, Dining Services,
and Career Planning and
Placement.·
Stevens has been involved in
national higher education
association associations for many
years and in his letter he said he
would decide in June which of
three possible opportunities to
choose.

Anorexia
continued from page 1
doctor, in which she would agree
to gain a certain amount of weight
back each week.
Last night, Colette looked at the
peak of health, although she has
never weighed over 115 pounds.
•• Anorexia nervosa is a psychoph ysi olo gical disorder," said
Laura Claus, a nurse practioner
from Hood House. "It is an
intertwined type of problem."
The disease is a power struggle
between mother and daughter. The
only way the child can win it is to
not eat.
"It is almost a death wish,"
Condon said. "If the woman
succeeds, it is an ulitmate victory
over the mother."

.

.
I
I
•

Buying sports card collections•;
any year, any amount!
•

Call: 603-382-8976
Weeknights,. Friday evenings afte:J
9: 00 or weekends.

J.···············~··············~·

Anorexics do not see themselves
as starving. In most cases,
according .to Condon, they see
. themselves at a normal weight, and
sometimes even slightly
overweight.
The female uses anorexia for a
manipulative gain. By inducing
vomiting (a common practice
among victims), as well as not
eating, she feels a certain power
over people.
"Food is a security blanket in a
reversed sort of way," said Cyndi
Cody, another nurse practitioner
from Hood House.
According to Claus, ·there have
been five to ten cases at Hood
House this year.
The first aspect of treatment is
keeping the patient alive.
"Sometimes," Claus said, "the
patient is so bad off physically,
that they are hospitalized before
treatment of the disease can be
installed.••
"The woman's self-image is
usually shaken.-up," Condon said.
"Most females that have anorexia
are over-achievers, outstanding
students in school, and very
energetic."
He related that one of the two
patients he _has treateC: weighed
sixty-five ~ounds, put in a twentyone hour day, was extr..:mely alert
and conscientious.
"In a severe case," he continued,
"the person is literally destroying

BREAK TO ~
THE ROCKIES
.

.

involved-the doctor, the patient
and the family-or whomever has
influenced it."
"
••fhe one thing a fiie~d can do
wno notices a friend with these
tendencies,•· Condon said, "is to
tell them the good things they do.
Don't say, 'God you look skinny
and tired.' Tell them good things
about themselves. The only
problem is," he continued, "they
never believe it. They just do not
have a good self-image of
themselves."

r·w~-;;a·;w;;.;uc;;=d-;····1.

. NEXT SEMESTER
.
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A s'e mester of intensive, backcountry education at the
nation's foremost wilderness training center. THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL.

Earn college credit while learning a broad spectrum of
wilderness skills. The NOLS Semester in the Rockies
offers a 3 % month program of wilderness training
ideal for students in the sciences, environmental studies,
recreation-or anyone looking for an exciting alternative to the standard desk-and-laboratory semester in
college.

The NOLS ·Semester program includes four intensive
expeditions: ski touring in the winter backcountry of
Wyoming, backpacking through the deserts and prairie
of Utah, a speleology course in the remarkable Wind
Caves of South Dakota, and a climbing camp which
begins with the basics and works up to advanced
rescue techniques.
This rich educational wilderness experience is open to
men and women 18 years and older', 14 units of college
credit is available; over 150 colleges and universities
have recognized the NOLS training program as an
important academic field experience.

Vietna1n
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Ca1npus Calen~ar~
FRIDAY,May2
THE SECOND ANNUAL STUDENT A.RT SHOW: An exhibit of
UNH undergraduate student work. The art work is chosen for the
show by Barbara· Dunfey, N.H. Commissioner of the Art&;
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, noon-7PM continues daily
thr~,ugh Sl!nday, May 4.

SATURDAY, May 3
SUN DAY: Events will include a sunrise service, square dance,
and more. Complete schedule to be announced. Sponsored by the
Solar Energy Coalition.
CAREER DAY FOR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS: "What Color
Could Your Career Be7" A day-long program designed to address
career change and personal growth. The workshop will be held at
the New England Center. For registration or more information,
please call the Elliott Alumni Center, 862-2040.
PARENTS ASSOCIATION SPRING BOARD ME.ETING:
President's House, Main Street, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Connecticut, Brackett Field, 12:30 p.m.
Doubl~header.
6:00PM WUNH-FM PRESENTS: The Basement Tapes. Live recor
ings of "Elvis Costello" & "Blondie". 91.3 The Freewaves.
•

continued from page 3
the troops."
Potter was a professor at UNH
during "the turbulent years" of the60's. Ron Winslow was a student at
UNH. Both found the Durham .
campus and .- its spjrit to be
"exhilarating" and according to
Winslow, "a moment of unity on
this campus that probably won't
happen again."
One of his most emotional
experience.1,said Winslow, was a
candlelight march that 3500
students participated in. But, he
said, there was a lot of apathv too.
"Classes were cancelled and a lot of
kids took their mid-term grades
and went home. But for those who
stayed, there was a feeling of unity
and spirit that was exciting."
"I can't tell you how we thought
the student move would change
this country around," Potter said.
"It seemed to me it would create a
revolution. I got off on it. It gave a
white male who was looking for
'meaning• an exhilarating feeling
of purpose."
"We lost the revolution," said a
student, "we all got haircuts and
jobs as computer scientists. We
lost, it's over."
"If you think the 70's are
apathetic, you should have seen
the 50's." said Lindbert. "They
were~ for some reason, bizarrely
optimistic. In the 60's, there were
some really collective experiences
going on. Today there are so many
different and specialized interests."
Fear was a word repeated
throughout the night in connection
with the atmosphere of today. "As
angry as I'd like to be.•• Winslow
said,"I'm also frightened . There is
something more than just anger
I've been feeling."
"I feel afraid of what could
happen," one student said. "I feel
sick of what I have no control
over."
"We keep electing messiahs to
solve our problems," said Larkin
Warren, administrative as.sistant
to the English Department. "When ,
he doesn't solve them, we hang him
and elect another messiah. How
many times do we hear 'Happy
Days are Here Again'? and we
want to believe it."
"Stop swallowing all the bullshit
fed by the media," Fisher said. "We
no longer know what our needs
are. The thing that destroyed me
so much was the irifredibie
Watergate trip. I hope that we all
remember it, and understand that
if you accept everything they feed
you, you will be sucked in."
The group concluded that this is
the 1980's, no longer the 60's, and
that we have different needs and
problems today. However, the
approach to our problems should
still be one of action and
exhilaration according to Fisher:
"If you let your minds write checks
that your ass can"t cash, we 're all
going to be in trouble."

>

""'

SUNDAY,May4
HONORS CONVOCATION: Guest speaker-Kenneth M. Cur- ,
tis, American Ambassador to Canada. Also, the UNH Wind
Symphony, Stanley Hettinger, Director. Lundholm Gymnasium,
Field House, 2 p.m.
'
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Boop Scandals." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30P~. Admission 75 cents or Muso film
Pass. Animation by the late Max Fleischer, creator of Popeye.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND WIND SYMPHONY CONCERT: Mark DeVoto and Stanley Hettinger, Directors. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, 8 p.m. "Closing... The Last Waltz." Open
to all; 50 cents cover charge.

MONDAY, May 5
EXHIBITION AND SALE OF ORIGINAL GRAPHIC ART:
Original prints by old and contemporary masters. Provided by
Marson Galleries of Baltimore, Maryland. New England Center
Gallery, l0AM-SPM. Continues on Tuesday, May 6.
SYMPHONIC BAND OUTDOOR CONCERT: Steven Norsworthy, Director. East-West Park (next to Memorial Union), 3 p.m.
No rain date; concert cancelled in the event of inclement weather.
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER PRESENTS: "The Love Tape,"
Leo Buscaglia. An open meeting of the Sexuality staff to share a
powerful experience. All are welcome. South Congreve Lounge,
7:30p.m.

UNH WRITERS SERIES: Graduate students in the writing
program will read from their work. The evening will feature fiction writers Michael Brosnan, Paul Cadigan, Will Evans, and
poets Cliff Sau ders and Virginia Walter. Daggett Forum Room,
Dimond Library, 8 p.m.
-

TUESDAY ,May 6
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 1 p.m.
SEA GRANT LECTURE: "Hydro-Thermal Activity in the MidPacific Rise: Recycling the Ocean Through its Crust," Dr. John
E.dmonds, MIT. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
WOMEN'S CHORUS CONCERT: Bratton Recital Hall,- Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
SCOPE PRESENTS: The Allman Brothers Band and Jonathan
Edwards. Snively Arena, 8 p.m. Admission for UNH students $10
gen~ral admission $12.

THURSDAY, May 8
STRESS WORKSHOP: Take a break-treat yourself, relieve
Prefinal Stress & Anxiety. Thurs. May 8th, Merrimac Rm. MUB
6:30-7:PM Sponsored by Hatha Yoga Organization. Questions?
Call 2-2426 Kimberlee
The New · Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are ll'Cated in Room 15 I
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business
office hours:Tuesday and Thursday l-3PM, Wednesday and Friday 9AM2PM. Academic y. ear subs~ription: $9.00. Third class postage paid at
Durham; NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a
typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER:
send address changes to The New Hampshire,Room 151 MUB, UNH,
Durham, NH 03824. I 1,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing
Co,; Rochester, NH .
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so we pulled out."
GENERAL
The CDAS then moved to Farm
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CDAS
Lane in Seabrook for a day. But
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER: There will be an in-

the first night, the woman who had
donated the land decided she
continued from page 4
couldn't deal with the pressure
bullshit," Crandail said. "How either, and the coalition moved to
would you like the State Police at Crandall's place.
CHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING: An important meeting
your house every five minutes?
"I'm pretty sure the pressure is
will beheld Friday, May2at5:00p.m. in Parsons, Room
This is what I call harrassment." corning from the state," Mauck
L 2. Officers for next year will be elected. All Chemistry
Chip Mauck, a member of the said.
THOMPSON SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE Majors are urged to attend, especially Freshmen and
Coalition's Han ta Yo affinity
The coalition are confronted
GRADUATION: To beheld Sunday, May 11 at2:00p.m. Sophomores.
group, said he has been with the with several problems. The
in Lundholm Gymnasium - Field House. His Excellency
group at each of the three "free- Seabrook town selectmen met ·
Hugh J. Gallen, Governor, State of New Hampshire, will ACADEMIC
state" locations they have · withou! notifying _Crand~ll, b
address the graduates, their families, and friends.
FREE NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: Bfalls
attempted to establish. The determine whether h1sallowmgthe
Game:' Decision-Making in Town Government; This
MEN'S GROUP: Held every Monday from 3:30-5:00
original site was on John Maynar's demonstrators to camp on his land
four-session
course
is
an
opportunity
to
adopt
a
role
as
p.m. in the Counseling and Testing Center,. Schofield
land on Brirnmer's Lane in was violating the town's zoning
House. This is an opportunity for men to explore their town official or citizen and simulate the decisionHampton Falls, NH.
ordinances, according to Crandall.
making
and
interactions
in
the
community
of
Blackchanging roles.
"We were really getting set up
"They_ met on this an~ thought
-berry Falls. The computer is used for ~ta stora_ge and
there," he said " we had a barn- the zoning would reqmre me to
COASTAL FORUM: On Thursday, May 8 a free coastal analysis, projection of impacts, and feedback on
raising, and 'constructed some have a permit. B_ut t~ere is no _such
decisions. The course will meeCTues.day eve_nings! May
forum wilt be held at the Portsmouth Public Library at 7
solar facilities But they have all thing. A campsite 1s something I
6-27 in Stoke Cluster, fr~~ 7-l0PM for registration or
p.m. The lecture is entitled "Portrait of a Port: The
uuvl-~auon, p1ease caH Hti2·35:&7.
Present and Future.''
sorts of buil~ing ordinance in would, have to ~e ,paid for, an~ I
Hampton Falls. The State Police haven t been paid, Crandall sai~.
came in. Johr ~as a bad heart and "They're simply my friends and
Ive allowed them on my land."
Another problem has stemmed
from a fence that was taken down
in a rest area on Route 1-95 near
Crandall's land. Crandall said the
authorities apparently think the
coalition members are responsible.
"There is a fence that has been
FRESHLV SHUCKED OYSTERS~-25¢
cut in that rest area," he said, "but
WANTED: Writer/ editor quallfled for work-study funding
the fence was cut 10 years ago."
CHERRYSTONE CLAMS - 20 ¢
to work on UNH publlcatlons for the summer. Beginning
Mauck said there has been a
June I, pay $3.25 to 3.50/hour to start, commensurate
OTHER DELIGHTS FROM THE SEA
long feud -between the state and
with experience.
Seabrook over the fence. The
ARE AVAILABLE AS THE TIDES
townspeople said the fence
AND SEASONS PERMIT.
interferes with fire lanes and the
Person wlll work June 1 to July 15 on the UNH Annual
travel of motorcross vehicles in the
Report for the Development Office. and wlll spend the
area, according to Mauck:
balance of the summer working on a variety of publl"And yet they are saying we had
catlons under editors ay the UNH Publlcatlons Office.
something to do with it," Mauck
Sound research and Interviewing skills expected.
Every
said.
Tools stolen from a group of
Thursday and Friday
Send resule and samples of your work to BIii Burtis,
construction workers in the area
senior editor. UNH Publications, Schofield House. Call
have ·also been discussed in charges
4:30-6:30PM
2-1464 for further Information.
against the CDAS members, he
said.
"A group of young people from
Pennsylvania were caught
smoking pot in the rest area
parking lot. They are not coalition
members, and we don't know
them, but we're ~ettin~ the blame
formational meeting/workshop for people interested in
being on next year's staff next Wednesday, May 7 at 2:30
J>M in the Merrimack Room of the Memorial Union.
Anyone interested in exploring topics of human
sexuality, putting on workshops for dorms and classes,
and in working with the peer staff of the Sexuality Center should attend.

TOSNOM GENERAL MEETING: To be hP.lcl Tuesdav.
Mays at 8:30~M in the Grafton Room of _the Memo~al
Union. Bring ideas and lend a hand. We will be planrung
for·next year.

OYSTER
BAR

PLUS FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
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THE NEW ENGLAND -CENTER
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The Studell t Press
MUBRoo m153
is now taking
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Art Editor
until the semester ends
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not include President Carter's
ruling that heat in buildings must
be maintained at 68 degrees.
In light of the amount of the
. energy surcharges recently
assessed to the. students of the
University, in addition to
increased costs in room, board and
continued from page 1
out-of-state tuition rates, a serious
look needs to be taken at the
energy situation on campus.
could not -be found.
Turning on more lights is not
"High wind was a factor in
proven to be an effective way of
chilling the buildings off,•• said
Allan Prince, Vice-president of measurably increasing the
Budget and Administration. "We temperature of a room. And
opening windows in the middle of
were caught by circumstances. The
winter has not been proven very
break came at the wrong time."
Repair of the broken main was cost-effective either.
Are the current energy
not deemed feasible since this
summer, that main will be repaired surcharges being used to fund
heating cold air outside windows
when much of the line is redone.
Rather than losing hot water of a room, or to steam heat the
into the ground through the hole in ground around broken pipes?
The new $50 surcharge being
the main, Plebani decided to shut
off the heat. He advised students to charged to approximately 10,500
close windows, draw the curtains UNH .students will bring in about
and turn on lights for added $525,000. This will be added to the
warmth. Plebani said the lights amount of money collected from
would produce some heat in the resident student surc:;Juirgcs.
rooms. The increased use of Hopefully theis money will be put
electricity, he termed as an "added to use more effectively than what
we have seen in the past. ·
bill we'll have to live with".
Most other neighboring colleges
including Keene State and UMass
at Amherst have not yet turned off
the heat in their buildings. the cold
wet weather has blanketed most of
New England this past week, in
contrast to the warm days at the
beginning of April.
"It depends on the weather,"
said C. E. Wiggin, work
coordinator for the maintenance
department at Plymouth State
College. "As soon as the weather
moderate~, it will be shut off. It has
to get up to 55-60 degrees all the
tiine."
While Prince and Plebani insist
that the heat is normally turned off
around the first of May, Wiggin
added that even in may, if the
temperature drops to 45-50
degrees, the heat is turned back on.
Still, the cold weather remained
here. And so did the cold rooms.
Hallways and individual rooms
became so cold that at times, it was
too cold for a student to go back to
his or her room to change after
taking a shower. Numerous
students complained of colds and
other illnesses they attributed to
low dormitory temperatures.
Complaints were voiced to
PPO&M, residential life offices,
the president's office and to
individual hall staffs.
Tuesday, the heat was • Jrned
back on. The water main i3till has
not been repaired.
"It's not very energy efficient,"
said John Sanders, asst. director of

Heat ·

PPO&M.

"Our only choice was to waste a
lot of steam and heat through that
hole," Plebani said. "We'll try to
raise the temperature. We'll try to
build up some heat to get us
through the next couple of days."
Sanders said that "quite a few
gallons" of hot water are being
wasted, however he declined to
discuss over the phone how much
heat energy is actually being
wasted. Sanders added that it was
cheaper to turn the heat back on
with the break in the line, than to
di2 up the main and repair it.
A gallon of oil costs between
99.9¢ and $1.02, said David
Pheasant, one of the managers of
H. P. Robinson Oil Co. The
'.'avera~e" house, depending upon
insulation uses 250 gallons of oil
per room per year, Pheasant said.
The newly announced $50
surcharge is an arbitrary figure
based on $39 per barrel of oil and
$5 and some odd cents for a
killowatt of electricity, according
to Stacey Cole, a member of the
Board of Trustees. Right now,
heavy oil is selling around 24.5 to
26 dollars, Cole said.
The same dorms which went
without heat for almost five days
are those whose heat is generally in
the high 70's and 80's during the
school year. Again, a faulty
heating system is blamed. Yet
rooms get so stifling that students.
must open their windows during
the middle of winter to relieve the
heat.
·
The same federal law which sets
minimum temperatures at 65
degrees, sets maximum temperatures at 78 degrees. And that does

• • I
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Arthur J. "Moxie" Grimes performance in the House.
introduced Lessard to the. group as
"He's always maintained ties
a "winner". "Leo's a fellow I've with the University," Horrigan
w~tched for a long while," Grimes said, "and he's always had an
said, "and I've been in politics all active interest in university
continued from page 3
~y life. _I li~e the way he gets
matters."
"I've known him since 1972,"
"Nuclear power scares me," involved m his ..county situations·
Valenza said, "and I think very
Lessard said, "but Seabrook is He's involved in the problems, h;
Take a Break - Treat You,:self
highly of him politically. His ties to
going to be built; there is •no speaks his mind, and he gives his
time,
and
that's
what
you
need
to
Learn
Effective
Stress&Tension Techniques
the university have remained very
opportunity to stop it. But there is
no need for unit two to be built in have someone looking after you." strong."
6:30-7:00PM
Jim Horrigan-, professor at the
Tom Flygare, the University
my p_o int of view." Lessard said he
Whittemore
school
of
Business
Thursday,
May
8th, Merrimac Rm. MUB
attorney,
said
Lessard
has
"always
preferred alternate methods of
and Economics (WSBE), and · been very supportive of the
energy.
Sponsored by Hatha Yoga Organization
University". "He has kept us
Some of Lessards friends Anne Valenza, the co-chairs of the
Questions? Call 2-2426 Kimberlee
informed and he's extremel v
present last night had known him Durham Board of Democrates
had
praise
for
Lesnrd
•~
conscientious.
It
would
be
a
real
since he was a ~~y.
boost to the University for him to
be elected."
Student Discount Student Discount
C
,...
Richard Danks, Dover resident,
::::,
C
called Lessard "an honest person, a
0
a.
man of integrity."
..He's willing to be openminded,
and -tends to be - : - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - C
c:;;·
1
~
0
~i!pa,~:!~velio !:ra~i;:t
May
May 3rd
education."
Phyllis Woods, a Dover resident
Special Sale Records
and former State Representattve,
C
~
&
said she _thought Lessard has more
~
C
0
a.· experience than most thirty year
~
our
~
olds.
C
,...
As the close-knit feeling of the
0
Main Street
Book Loft at Town & Campus
gathering in Dover last night
(/J
0
indicated,
Lessard
is
running
what
0
64 Main St. Durham NH 868-9661 Our
location
his wife Pam called a "very
C:
::::,
personal campaign". At the close
of the evening, Mrs. Lessard asked
C
for contributions to the
::::,
campaign, no matter how small,
0
u
because "even postage and office
Cl)
supplies are expensive."
0
0
c:;;·
C
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EMERGENCY!!! Please ... please ...
please .. Whoever stole an orange
Kelty day pak from UNH Bookstore
at 1 PM 4/28/80 please return to
me or the lost & found at the MUS.
No questions asked- 3 F's in my
course without those notes!!! I'm
Desparate.
Patti Artus 22 Watson St., Dover
N.H. 03820 742-8254
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.short term
BASIC HOSPITAL 609
TIME

SHORT TERM BASIC HOSPITAL 609

If you're between jobs, waiting to go to school
or looking for your· first job, in need of temporary medical protection and do not currently
have other health insurance - you may qualify
for Time Insurance Company's Short Term Basic
Hospital Plan 609.

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: In order to be eligible for this policy, the applicant must
have an interim need for medical insurance, not have any other health coverage and fall into
one of the following categories :
1)

Applicant should be either recently employed but not yet eligible for group igsurance
or have changed employment or plan to change employment within the next thirty (30)
days and not be eligible for group insurance. The applicant must have a temporary
need for medical insurance . This is a single premium policy and is not renewable;
hnw,,vPr, if thP nPPrl r:ontinues a second policy may be sold in the same calendar year.

Now there's no need for you and your family to go
without medical insurance while you look for your
first job, or while you find another job!

2)

Applicants between the age of 18 through 24, who expect to obtain regular employment within the immediate future or plan to enroll in a college sponsored medical plan
or enter the Military Service in the future.

MAJOR HOSPITAL protection for periods of 60,
90, 120, and 180 days! If you're changing jobs and
aren't cover~d by group medical protection, or if
you're 18-24 and expect to find a job or obtain school
medical protection soon ... you are eligible for this
policy.

TimP ln~ur::inco Companv of Milwaukog, offorc

1. READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY. This outline of coverage provides a very brief
description of some of the important features of your policy. This is not the insurance contract and only the actual policy provisions will control. The policy itself sets forth, in detail,
the rights and obligations of both you and Time Insurance Company. It is important,
therefore, that you READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY.

Now ... today ... instant protection!
Your Time Insurance Representative will issue this
policy as soon as he receives your application and
check. No physicals to take . . . no long medical
histories to complete ... no underwriters to approve
or disapprove it! Naturally pre-existing conditions are
not covered, but you will be protected against future
hospitc3I and medical costs as defined in the policy
while it is in force.

2.

Basic hospital expense coverage provides coverage for hospital expenses which you incur
for necessary treatment and services as the result of a covered injury or sickness. Coverage is
provided for the benefits outlined in Paragraph (3). The benefit described in Paragraph (3)
may be limited in Paragraph (4).

3.

For each injury or sickness, Time will pay 100% of the room and board expense up _to the
Daily Benefit you select. Time will pay 80% of all other covered charges. The following are
covered charges:
·

a.
b.
c.

Room and board charges up to the daily benefit for up. to 120 days .
Miscellaneovs hospital expense up to 20 times the daily benefit.
Charges for intensive care treatment up to daily benefit for 30 days. This is paid along
with the normal daily benefit.
d. Charges in extended care facilities after at least three days ho&pital stay. Covered
charges cannot exceed 50% of the daily benefit for 30 days.
e. Charges for surgical expense up to 20 times the daily benefit.
f. Charges for a free standing surgical facility up to 20 times the daily benefit.
g. Charges for anesthesia up to 3 times the daily benefit.
h. Charges for one in-hospital doctor call for each day of hospitalization. The policy covers
up to $10 per call and up to thirty calls for each hospital stay.
i. Radiologist or pathologist charges, up to 2 times the daily benefit.
j. Charges for outpatient diagnostic x-ray up to $100.
k. Charges for outpatient lab services up to 20 times the daily benefit.
I. Charges for hospital outpatient services up to 20 times the daily benefit on the day ·
surgery is done.
m . Charges for hospital emergency room services. The covered charges cannot exceed $50.
Treatment must occur within 72 hours of an injury.
, n. Ambulance charges up to the daily benefit.
o. Charges for home health services by a licensed home health agency. Charges cannot exceed 20 times the daily benefit .
p. Hospital confinement for mental illness. Covered charges cannot exceed 50% of the daily benefit for 30 days.
q. Charges for treatment of injury or sickness of a child born while the policy is in effect.
r. Charges for defined complications of pregnancy. These will be covered the same as any
other sickness.

4.

This plan is not Renewable. It is not intended to be
of a permanent nature, therefore, it may not be
issued for consecutive periods to the same individual
unless the temporary need continues. This policy
may be re-written once within a 12 month period.
How Does The Plan Work?
The Outline of Coverage will provide a more complete description. The contract fully explains your
protection. You select the amount of hospital room
and board which best meets your needs: From
$.50/Day up to a maximum of $2QO/Day. Other
covered hospital charges are provided in proportion
to the room amount ypu have chosen.
How do I file a claim 7
When you receive your policy, you also will receive a
special claim form. Should you need to file a claim,
answer all of the questions, sign the form and have
your doctor answer all questions in this section.
Then forward the fully completed document,
together with bills and statements to Time Insurance. Your claim will be promptly processed.

The policy does not cover:
An-y condition for which you have had symptons before theeffective date.
Persons over age 59. Dependent children over age 19 on the policy date.
Intentionally self-inflicted injury.
Services of a federal, veteran's, state or municipal hospital.
Expense paid by Worker's Compensation or Occupational Disease Law.
Dental treatment .
Cosmetic surgery unless due to injury.
Routine physical exams.
Normal pregnancy or childbirth.
Sterilization.
Mental illness except as listed under "p." above.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Can I receive refunds on premiums?
No. If you find a job sooner than you expected, the
coverage will continue in force for the full period, but
there is no provision for a premium refund.

•

5.

Policy is non-renewable. Coverage is in force only for the period purchased of 60, 90, 120,
or 180 days.
6. The premium amount will not change while the policy is in force. The premium for the
policy is:$ _ _ _ __

RATES -

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Complete and sign application.

2.

Enclose application and your
check payable to Time Insurance
in the envelope.

3.

Tear away the Outline of Coverage and save it for your records.

4.

Seal. stamo and mail envelope
to Time Insurance Co.

5.

Coverage starts at 12:01 a.m. on
the day following the postmark
date stamped on the application
envelope.

BASIC HOSPITAL 609

• For each add1t1onal $10 .00 Room Amount add to the room rates shown.
Maximum $200 Total
M=MALE W= WIFE
o(LOa;,s

Room Amount
AGE
0 · 24

$50

$150

$10*

$19.25
$18.19
$26.81

$35.65
$46.19
$54.81

$1 .64
$2.80
$2.80

$24.50
$27.16
$35.78

$ 49.00
$ 68.86
$ 77.48

M

$19 .25
$19.68
$28.30

$34.15
$49.88
$58.50

$1.49
$3.02
$3.02

$24.50
$29.39
$38.01

M

$20.01 $37. 11
$21.55 $53.75
$30.1 7 $62.37

$1.71
$3.22
$3.22

$22 .62
$24.73
$33.35

M

w
F

25-29

30-34

w
w
F

35-39

M

w
F

40-44

M

w
F

$50

$150

$10*

$50

$150

$10*

$2.45 $29.72 $ 62 .32 $3.26
$4.17 $3609 $ 91.69 $5.56
$4.17 $44.71 $100.31 $5.56

$50

$150

Box 1

$10*

$ 89.30
$137.59
$146.21

$ 4.90
$ 8.34
$ 8.34

$ 46.80 $2.23 $29.72 $ 59.42 $2.97
$ 74.39 $4.50 $39.06 $ 98.96 $5.99
$ 83.01 $4.50 $47.68 $107.58 $5.99

$40.30 $ 84.80
$58.64 $148.64
$67.26 $157.66

$ 4.45
$ 9 .00
$ 9.00

$25.64
$32.19
$40.81

$ 51 .04
$ 80.29
$ 88.91

$42.57 $ 93.27
$64.22 $160.12
$72.84 $168.74

$ 5.07
$ 9.59
$ 9.59

$43.92. $2.13
$61.43 $3.67
$70.05 $3.67

$29.54
$36.94
$45.56

$ 61.34 $3.18 $36.42 $ 78.62 $4.22
$ 91.94 $5.50 $49.09 $122.19 $7.31
$100.56 $5.50 $57.71 $130.81 $7.31

$50.38
$73.70
$82.32

$113.68
$183.40
$192.02

$ 6.33

$10.97
$10.97

STREET AOORESS

$26.37
$27.59
$36.21

$53.87
$69.09
$77.71

$2.75
$4.15
$4.15

$34.98
$41.22
$49.84

$ 75.98
$103.12
$111.74

$61.23
$82.23
$90.85

$142.83
$205.53
$214.15

$ 8 . 16
$12.33
$12.33

CITY STATE ZIPCODE

$30.34
$29.24
$37.86

$64.54
$73.84
$82.46

$3.42
$4.46
$4.46

$41.06
$43 .69
$52.31

$ 92.26 $5.12 $51.73 $119.63 $6.79
$110.29 $6.66 $58.04 $146.54 $8.85
$118.91 $6.66 $66.66 $155.16 $8.85'

$73.34 $175.44
$87.17 $219.97
$95.79 $228.59

$10.21
$13 .28
$13 .28

$34.70
$29.88
$38.50

$76.00
$76.28
$84.90

$4.13
$4.64
$4.64

$47.56
$44.63
$53.25

$109.26
$113.93
$122.55

$39.17
$30.50
$39.12

$87.57
$78.90
$87 .52

$4.84
$4.84
$4.84

$54.25
$45.54
$54.16

$126.45 $7.22 $69.27 $165.37 $9.61
$117.74 $7.22 I $60.51 $156.41 $9.59
$126.36 $7.22 $69.13 $165.03 $9.59

$2.54 $31.23 $ 64.93 $3.37
$4.81 $42.77 $106.67 $6.39
$4.81 $51.39 $115.29 $6.39.

$4.10 $43.66 $ 97.96 (.5.43
$6.1 9 $54.77 $136.97 $8.22
$6.19 $63.39 $145.59 $8.22

$40.30
$54.19
$62.81

,--------~------------------------ -- ---------POLICY SCHEDULE & APPLICATION
Telephone#

SPOUSE S

45-49

M

w
F

I\IAME

INSURl0$

M

w
F
55.59

M

w
F

$6.17 $60.37 $142.37 $8.20
$6.93 $59.29 $151.39 $9.21
$6.~3 I $67.91 $160.01' $9.21

$209.62
$227 .55
$236.17

$12.33
$13.85
$13.85

$99.68 $243.98
$90.68 $234.78
$99.48 $243.58

$14.43
$14.41
$14.41

$86.32
$89.05
$97.67

CHILDREN

12)
13)

4,~~

IF

SPOUSES

BIRTHOATE

TO BE INSURED
FIRST I\IAME

BIRT HOA TE

BIRTHOATE

(5)

1

16)

I

TERM ! DAYS I I HI I<
6(1

$22.23 $ 53.13 $ 3.09
$44.46 $106.26 $ 6.18
_$66:69., ~-1j1:89 I ~19'~'2

INSUREDS BIRTHDATE

(41

Children:
$ 7.46
$14.92

~IX

SPOUSfS SIX

IF TO BE IIIISUIIED

FIRST NAME

50.54

Durham N.H.

!

<kl

I:

1]11

mar

DAILY BENEFIT
S,0

180

f).l.lfll

t,t

$100

\1",()

I

TOTAL PREMIUM

AGENT NUMBER

--1
OTHFR

i

:1. 11

jJ(fNSHl urs:it ..,· .\
•
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Editorial
System's merit pay scale
The state Supreme Court has c8:ught the
University by sutprise. And now the System
finds itselfbacked into a comer--with a possible
bill for 85.4 million in retroactive pay.
On Wednesday the -court ruled that the 82.7
million appropriated by the legislature in 1977
for a cost-of-living raise should have been used
for a seven percent across-the-board increase
for all system employees.
Instead the University System Board of
Trustees spent the money for merit mises-giving the increase to those they decided had
worked "satisfactorily" and less or none to those
deented "unea.tiefo.ctory". Raises ~ere based on

supervisor's evaluations.
But the problem remains that the annual

inflation rate is 18 percent for everyone. No one
hands out the rising living costs on an individual
basis.
The 30-year-old merit pay scale is out.dated in
-these inflationru.y times. The entire method
needs a thorough re-examination. The
University System claims it promotes excellence
and fosters an incentive to do good wor,k.
But this argument seems like more of .an
excuse for _the University to stick to the present
pay system. It does not seem fair that a
supervisor should decide whether an employee
has enou11h money t,o survive payina today's ·
prices with yesterdays money.
·
And sources have indicated the- University

•
IS

archaic

system has used the_merit scale to intimidate
empioyees--to convince ·them not "to unionize:
We have yet to be ·c onvinced this does occur. But
it is easy to see how the centralized power
s~tem could lead to such abuse.
--- Besides it is obvious the amount of the raise-seven percent--is still lagging far · behind the
annual 18 percent inflation rate.
_ .
Whether or not the University does owe the
emplovees $5.4 million is a complicated legal
issue. It _will have to be decided in the courts.
But in order to avoid a repetition ofthe current
controversy the Univet"Qity wi1l have to come out

of their comer and abolish the unfair merit pay
system.

Letters
Wo1nen's
Center
To the Editor:
The recent actions of the Student
Senate toward the Women's Center are
-not only despicably arrogant but also
ultimately self-def ea ting. The
rescinding of the funding for the
Women's Center represents the perfect
re-application of that famous old
dictum often associated with John
Connally-"we don't fund anything we
don't control."
I think the controversy here really
has little to do with what the Women's
Center has or has not done but with
what they think. In other words, the
basic controversy is not over actions
but over ideology.
By statements of various leaders in
the Senate, it is perfectly clear that the
Women's Center is being attacked for
failure to adopt a male point of viewthe point of view of the dominant sexist
society that women can work for
change as long as they coddle the male
ego. After all, we really don't want to
criticize men (just "society") because
that might mean we would have to
undergo some painful changes and we
really don't want to change things (just
"criticize" them).
I suggest that the recent events
exemplify the attitudes in society that
the Women's Center has tried to
criticize and change. In this respect, the
frontal attack on the Women's Center
has only encouraged these "radicals"
and their supporters to dig in and fight
harder. The formation of an
organization dedicated to equality ( on
male terms I suppose) is particularly
ludicrous in this light.
Why should the Women's Center be
required to serve "all of the student
body" when no other organization is
subject to a similar requirement? Does
·Muso serve students who don't like
movies? Does SCOPE serve students
who don't like rock and roll? Who does
Cool-Aid serve?
Of all the SAF-funded projects, the
Women's Center is one of the few that
has had interesting enough programs
to attract my attention. I have found
the Center open to input from men
provided it is offered in the correct
spirit.
The program "Sirens," a month or so
ago, provided an excellent opportunity
for men to come learn the "women's
side of the story" without being
attacked and degraded. I have not
found the Women's Center to be antimen in the past. I would not be
surprised if they were anti-men in the
future.
I suggest that it is in the interest of
men on this campus to fund and foster
the development of autonomous
and independent women's organizations such as the Women's Center.
Such organizations allow women to get
clear on what the problems are, on
what the causes of the problems are,
and on what the best solutions should
be. Such otganizations foster the
development of self-confidence,
strength, independence, and solidarity.
Only when women stand independently on their own two feet can they unite
with men to defeat sexism. Only men
who cannot confront their own sexism
need fear such organizations.
. l further suggest that it is in the
interest of men to develop autonomous
and independent men's organizations_

to combat sexism. Only when men join
together as men to combat sexism can
they understand how sexism has
warped their personalities and
oppressed them. Men must begin to
understand how sexism leads them to
die in wars, to be maimed in industrial
accidents, to be crippled by heart
attacks and stress-related diseases due
to inability to show emotion, and to be
manipulated by corporate advertising.
Men, like women, must establish their
own independent understanding of
sexism before they can unite with
women to establish sexual equality.
By cutting . the Women's Center's
funding, the men in the Senate have
only re-inforced sexist attitudes on
campus and further hindered the
solution to sexism. The men in the
Senate have indicated that they are not
worthy of unity with women because
they refuse to trust women. Truly, it is
ironic that an organization such as
ISOS was created in such a sexist
manner. The lopsidedness of the vote in
the Senate (including women as l
suppose it did) only indicates the true
depth of sexism in the Senate and on
campus.
It is interesting to note that the
parapsychology group is the witting
accomplice to the power play by the
Senate elitists and also its beneficiaries.
Off-beat movements are often pawns in
the hands of the ruling elite. I must
strongly disagree with the leaders of
TOSNOM in that now is exactly the
time to come to the aid of the Women's
Center. Maybe not all the women on
campus are feminists but there are a lot
of women (and men) on campus who
are feminists and they deserve an
organization to provide them with
programs and voice their opinions.
. By the way, I have never known the
Women's Center to advocate the
creation of a separate feminist society,
just the creation of an anti-sexist
society on a principled basis. Men and
women must learn to live together but
not on just men's terms. But, of course,
this is of no concern to TOSNOM
because they are only interested in the
Study of the Nature ot Man.
Do the men in the Senate feel so
insecure that they must keep the
Women's Center under their thumb?
Do the men in the Senate have
something to fear from the expression
of a strong pro-women point of view?
Do the men in the Senate feel they must
pr:otect the men on campos? Do the
men in the Senate require all
organizations they fund to meet the
same criteria or only those
organizations that don't support their
elitist ideology?
I think the rest of the student body,
especially the men, should reject Senate
sexism. We should change the lock on
the door to the Student Senate and
throw these budding politicians out on
their heads before tliey grow up to be
corrupt politicians arid it's too late.
My only hope is that the women on
campus and in the Women's Center will
realize that the men in the Senate do
represent all men on campus and will
give the rest of us the opportunity to
remedy the damage done by a hand-full
of sexist elitists. Maybe it's time the
men stopped talking and started
listening-hear the criticism, take it
seriously, and respond constructively.
Don't try to drown critical voices with
shouts--the ego you save may be your
own.
R. Wayne Clark
Economics Ph.D.
_P.S_:Jt _!ll~ght ~ said that }!le should

let this issue die but it is the Senate who
keeps the issue alive not the Women's
Center.

Greeks
To the Editor:
In reference to Friday, April 25,
1980, editorial entitled Is Pledging
Worth The Degradation? All that can
be said is that Greeks and the Greek
System will always be misunderstood
by the non-Greek community. It
becomes a near impossibility to try and
explain the experience of pledging to
an individual who has never been
through it. Greeks can only hope for
some understanding and recognition of
the positive contributions they make to
the University.
It is this recognition and
understanding, the editorial neglected
completely. It should be obvious to
many that without the Greeks
Homecoming and Winter Carnival
Weekends might pass unnoticed . It
also might be of interest to the Editor to
research how many Greeks are
involved in extra-curricular activities
on campus_ You11 find that Greeks
aren't as narrowed in their activities as
many believe and are very active in
many diverse student groups including
The New Hampshire.
Pledging is a necessary process by
which fraternities and sororities secure
their existence and in so doing are able
to offer a variety of social and
community activities for the whole
University community.
The Greek system is an invaluable
component of a well-rounded
University like UNH. Its existence
benefits both Greeks and non-Greeks
in many ways; ways which were
blatantly and unjustifiably neglected in
your editorial.
Bob Coates
Student Body President
Brother Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

To the Editor:
A narrow person judges a book by its
cover. A prejudiced person judges
others by what they see on the outside
and by what they assume to be true. I
wish people would start finding the
facts and experiencing what they do
not understand, before forming bias
opinions.
The editorial which appeared in The
New Hampshire, Friday, April 25,
1980 is an example of the prejudice
stereotyping I am referring to. The
author writes, .. As one sister said. 'You
really find out who wants to belong,
because they will go through the whole
thing.• This is important, especially
when a person sees just what this 'whole
thing' entails."
What is so ironic is the author of this
statement obviously does not know
what the->'whole thing" entails. If one
nas never even gone as far as rushing a
fraternity or sorority to see what it is
like, how can he or she suddenly
become an authority on the subject of
Greek life? I could respect St,1meone 's
opinion if they had gone through
Q..I~~n~_ and then stated it was not

.

right for them.
What I am particularly upset about
is the so-called "degrading peer
pressure" we brothers and sisters avoid
talking about. I have just completed
pledging Phi Mu Sorority, and I must
confess I have undergone unnecessary,
cruel peer pressure. While pledging,
this pressure did not come from my
sisters-to-be. However, I received rude
comments from people who knew
nothing of Greek life, opposed it, and
wished me to also stay ignorant of it.
No one forced me to rush the
sororities at UNH, no one pressured
me into choosing Phi Mu, and certainly
no one has chained me down to endure
the "degrading ritual" of pledging. If
one finds he does not care for the Greek
life, he is free to decline from it.
If a person is too embarrassed to stop
pledging, because he is afraid of peer
pressure, then he must not respect his
decision enough to go through with it
whether other people like it or not.
I survived the comments from
friends, students I encounter everyday,
and the girls I live with on my dorm
floor, who tried to weigh their formed
opinions of fraternities and sororities
on me. I am proud to say I am an
individual and my own person.
Those of you who do not bother to
fully experience Greek life, then also do
not insult those of us who know of and
live through the closeness of
friendships, the active participation in
campus life,, and the bond that
brothers and sisters hold with one
another.
Cindy Gormley
A nf'w sister at Phi Mu

physical attractiveness and acceptable
behavior in the ring.
3. Animals, much like people, have
different personalities. Some do not
mind appearing in front of the public,
others tend to be more bashful. An
animal which "drags" its showman
from the ring proves something about
its showman's ability, or demonstrates
the control the other showmen have
over their animal.
4. The use of language "swine pigs"
has a perfect analogy of using the
phrase - canine dogs.
5. The adjectives "big," "huge" and
"pink" to describe pigs are fairytale
images. The swine used were born last
fall so they were between six and eight
months of age, just old enough to be
bred to forrow (deliver piglets) in
another four months, or to be sold for
slaughter.
They were not huge with respect to a
full grown pig. As for pink, their skin
could not have been much pinker
unless they had been dipped in dye.
6. The program listed:
12:45 P.M. Barbecue
Chicken Race
2:15 P.M. Experienced Dairy
The program did not say:
12:45 P.M. Barbecued chicken
race.
A little training in grammar, or just
common sense, would show
"barbecue" is a noun and "barbecued"
is an adjective. The program did not
connect the two words. Nor did the
program use the adjective barbecued.
The chicken race did not have· -a
specified time so none was printed. Due
to a lack of interest, the event was
cancf'llf'ci

7. I quote. "The day wasn't a total
loss" due to the selling of leftover
barbecued chickens. I don't think many
of the numerous participants would
call the day a total loss, or a loss in any
sense.
The last paragraph of the article said,
To the Editor:
"When all the fun was over, the
I am a student and have never edited pavilion became packed with people
a paper, but I assumed an editor was who had come to see the premiere
responsible for presenting well-written, showman title." Obviously the people
informative news to the public.
going to see the premiere showman
I am writing a response to the article competition never considered the fun
about the Little Royal Livestock Show to have been over. Certainly those
by Debbie Lukacsko in the April 22. competing for premiere showman
1980 issue of The New Hampshire.
considered that the most -important
Below, I have listed some part of the day.
8. Due to my extreme prejudice in
information that was misrepresented
or lacking from the article.
favor of dairy cattle, I find the quote,
l. Animals are not just paraded. "Cows are gross" very offensive. Cows
They are displayed to their best do not have to climb social ladders.Nor
advantage in regard to their particular do the farmers that own them have the
body conformation. This demonstrates time to toilet train or teach them to
the showman's ability to exhibit the carry handkerchiefs.
animal impressively to the judge which
Cows, and all other animals, do what
may include sheltering from view the comes naturally. As for cows not being
animal's structural faults.
as clean as they look, I would guess that
2. If the Little Royal Program the calves and heifers used in the Little
booklet had been read, it would show Royal had as many baths during the
the aim was not to reveal how animals preceeding week as the average UNH
look, smell and behave; but was "to student or reporter. White hair--not
promote interest in, and supply fur--is hard to keep clean. I myself
additional knowledge about livestock." washed my calf almost everyday for
Along with, offering "the general three weeks. I will admit, I missed eight
public a chance to view students days during that period but then again
participating in the growth and others worked harder than I did .
In summary, "responsibility" is
development of American agriculture
which is so vital to our future nation large part ofreporting. However, if this
and world."
article was meant to be offensive and
This information could have been critical rather than responsible, then
gained through talking directly with a please do not criticize agriculture with
few of the 55 participants like myself. I your "mouth full." We provide your
am sure most participants would have bread and butter and hamburgers and
told her how they enjoyed the work, pizza and leather shoes ahd yogurt and
and "work" it truly is. The students ice cream and wool sweater and eggs
began working on their animals a and sausage and horseback riding and
month and a half before the sho"'>' This on and on. We are part of the most
-~-?t:.½-P!~pare~ th~_a1_1i~~l~1!.. both_. _~fficient food production syste~ in the . _
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world, and we are proud ... very
proud ... of our animals.
Robin Lachut

To the Editor:
I am responding in regard to the
article entitled "This weekend the cow
goes moo," published in the April 22
edition of The New Hampshire.To say
the least I was shocked and angry at the
reporting done on the Little Royal
Livestock Show. The article did not do
justice to the three months of
preparation that was put into the show.
As the president of the Animal
Industry Club, I feel it is my
responsibility to inform the readers of
the gross misinterpretations put on the
events of the show. Granted, the
reporter admitted to having no
experience or knowledge of animals,
which was clearly shown throughout
the article, but this does not excuse the '
poor reporting job done.
The reporter based the whole article
around two events, the chicken race
and the milking contest, held during
lunch break and the break before the
oremier showman run-off, respectively. If the reporter had read the Little
Royal program booklet carefully, she
would have realized that those events
were not the main features of our
livestock show.
There was no mention of which
participants won their particular
classes held during the day, or of how
much time and work went into the
preparation of the animals for show, or
even who became the premier
showman for the 27th Little Royal.
I was also astonished at the
generalizations made on the animals
that were shown that day. The reporter
stated, "Cows are gross animals. They
slobber and urinate over everything
3:nd everybody." The reporter didn't
even take into consideration that the
cows were nervous of the strange and
new surroundings and I honestlv doubt
that the reporter was slobbered or
urinated upon that day.
Helpful hint for the reporter:
I. There is no such thing as a "swine
pig," use either one or the other termnot both.
2. Cows do not have fur, they have hair.
- 3. The Angus heifer that ran out of the
ring was not a male.
If the reporter had taken a few extra
minutes and asked a spectator, club
officer or showman any of the
questions she obviously had then
possibly a more informed articie may
have been written.
Some serious omissions to the article
were the following:
Judges:
Rhonda C. Watts - Horse classes
Gerry Smith - Beef classes
Nona Holmes - Sheep and Swine
classes
Hilton Boynton - Dairy classes
Premier Showman: Robin Lachut
Reserve Showman: John Palmer
M.C.: Bill Gardocki
Ring Stewards: Fiona Brown
Sarah Cowles
Coffee and Doughnut sale: Anne
Morrison, Debbie Jordan
All this information and more was
given to the reporter in a booklet and in
comments that I gave to her, so I
honestly don't know how such a poor
article was written.
I hope that in the future more care
will be taken by the reporter on writing
articles and also by the editors as to
what articles get printed in the paper.
Lindy Dill
Animal Industry Club

who held the simple, ethical conviction
that nuclear power's pnce is far too
high. I myself witnessed numerous
incid~nts of overzealous, highly
quesh~.l}~l,J~ ~t_t_~~ks by the New
Hampshire, Rhode island, and
Massachusetts State Police upon
demonstrators, newsmen and
bystanders alike.
Yet the rumors already are flying;and the PSC are largely responsible tor
them--that this year there will be a
.. bloodbath". The attempt to terrorize
people out of corning to the seacoast by
blood-thirsty pomposity is very
frightening; it gets worse when elected
officials, and the police themselves are
found engaging in these predictions.
Their violence was unwarranted in
October, and is no more justified now.
The chant that ..well, we are only
protecting private property" rings very
hollow as a justification for this official
lawlessness. If our minds and memories
serve us correctly the state police were
unconcerned with private property last
October; the PSC has never respected
property rights; the State of New
Hampshire has backed the PSC in the
unlawful, spiteful and painful seizure
of lands belonging to anti-nuke
seaorook townsmen. Why Is corporate
property more deserving of bloody
.. protection''?
I hope that all residents of the
seacoast will speak out against the use
of violence by the authorities, and
make our concern felt.
Fred T. Friedman
North Hampton

CARP

and the truth shall make you free". He
even gave us a starting point to find
answers to these questions about
himself. ..Seek and you shall find ... "
(Matt. 7:7)
Diane Patterson
Jessie Doe

Kent
State
To the Editor :
How ironic it is. Here it is the tenth
.anniversary of the Kent State shootings
and the US government is celebrating
by introducing the first step of a new
draft. It was the usage of the old draft
that led to the deaths ten years ago of
four innocent students (the Guard was
shooting at other people).
It would have taken an astute judge
of the American character to have been
able to predict at that time that within
ten vears the oeoole would he hPeeine
their government to bring back the
draft for their own perceived
protection. The Senate's almost certain
passage of the draft registration bill
next week speaks praisingly of the
government's ability to manipulate the
opinion of the American public to best
serve the government's own interests.
On May 4, this nation will observe
the tenth anniversary of an event that
shocked the nation, caused the
immediate closing of UNH and most
other American universities and led
millions of Americans to seriously
wonder what our government was
doing to us. This tenth commemoration provides a perfect time for each
and every one of us to reflect on the
hideous incident and all which
surrounded it, and to contemolate our
nation's current situation and the
trends which will influence its future.
Why are we running at full speed to
war and doing so little to promote
peace? Do people seriously believe war
is better than peace, or that a war will
somehow help our nation, or that
working as hard as possible for peace is
wrong, or that the circumstances of the
world are such that war is inevitable
and that the US is incapable of
changing those circumstances?
Whatever each of us believes now, we
owe it to ourselves and to everyone else
in the world to ask ourselves why we
believe what we do and why we may
have rejected the alternatives. We must
also ask ourselves where we personally
want to fit into the grand scheme of the
world and what are the consequences
of that choice. On which side do you
want to be counted?

To the Editor:
In response to the letter printed
under CARP in Tuesday's (4 / 29/ 80)
article of The New Hampshire, I am
amazed at the statement "Since there is
very little concrete evidence that Jesus
e~er existed, other than the Bible, the
shroud of Turin (possibly) and a vague
reference made by a Roman historian
Josephus (54 A.D.), we need not
discuss His humanity."
Perhaps this is a prime example of
why so many people find it difficult to
accept the claims of Jesus Christ. They
have never bothered to check him out
as a human being! The evidence that
Jesus lived as flesh and blood does exist
apart from the Bible.
The Roman historian Flavius
Josephus, mentioned in the article
gives reference to Jesus and hi~
crucifixion. But the evidence does not
stop there. Seutonius (120 AD),
another Roman historian, court
official under Hadrian, annalist of the
Karl Hawkins
Imperial House, mentions Christ and
the punishment inflicted on the
Christians by Nero.
Plinius Secondus, governor of
Bithynia in Asia Minor ( 112 AD) wrote
to the Emperor Trajen asking how he
should treat the Christians. Julius
Africanus, a writer of approximately To the Editor:
I thoroughly enjoyed Tarron
221 AD quotes writings of Thallus.
Thallus was one of the first Gentile
writers (54 AD) who mentions the
darkness upon the land, during the
crucifixion, "as the season of the
Paschal full moon that Christ died."
Many of these writers and others were
not religious men but merely secular
historians, contemporaries of Christ's
time who had no affiliations at all with
the Christians.
My dictionary informs me that
Homer lived and probably wrote the
llliad sometime around 800 BC. People
don't seem to have much trouble
accepting or studying the llliad as
literature, as old as it is, but seem to
To the Editor:
always get uptight with anything
Again we hear rumblings of yet
.. religious".
another anti-Seabrook Station
Regardless of our beliefs, we have no
demonstration around the seacoast.
excuses to be ignorant without having
My hope is that this time they close that
first sought after the answers to our . Staff Reporter
dinosaur once and for all. However
own questions. I understand that not
Laura Meade
regard_less (!f my own sympathies, other
all questions are answerable, but we are
rumblmgs about the area are far more
still responsible to what we can answer.
Reporters
ominous.
And finding Jesus a human being
Annie Azzi
Last October I was dismayed to see
that walked upon the earth's soil, we
Todd Balf
the police, particularly the state police
are then faced to deal with his claims.
Joel Brow.n
b1: have in unnecessarily violent ways,
~is existen~e requires. that, especially,
Chris Chant
often seeming to actually enjoy beating 1f we are gomg to contmue to deal with
Sza Cornelius
people who they knew would not hit
the questions of his claims to be .. the
Pam Dey
back. This, in my opinion was a
way, the truth and the life."
Christie Farina
supreme act of cowardice on the part of
After all, Jesus' own· words are
Margo Hagopian
the authorities: allowing the police to
inscribed on the front of the Dimond
Lori Holmes
•ride rough-shod' over peaceful people ~brary-.. You shall know the truth
Paul Keegan
Jody Levine
Mark Leubbers
Debbie Lukacsko
about letters
Cathy Mabry
. The Ne_w Hampshire accepts all re,ponsible letters to the editor
John Marini
Larry McGrath
a,id pnnts them as sr,ace allows, but cannot guarantee the ·in-•
Gerry Miles
clusion of any letter.
.
. .
Boston Neary
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
Cathy Plourde
W0!,'"5 in (!rder to.~·printed. All letters are subjected to minor.
Cheryl Rock
edi~g. Final dec1S1ons on letters are the editor's.
·
Kathi Scrizzi
Mail ~etters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room151
Barbara Stevens
-Memonal Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
Kevin Sullivan
'
Lorraine Townes

Seabrook

Punk

PAuE ELEVEN

Este_1-' article on the Punk Scene "in the
ApnT · 29th edition of The New
Hampshire. The report was quite
interesting and gave a descriptive
insight to one of the latest forms of
vouth expressionism to hit the US.
Of particular interest was how the
very power structure (status quo) that
punk initially lashed out against has
been able to infiltrate and utilize the
movement to its own advantage. With
this same sort of phenomena taking
place in the l 960's when the Beatles and
others were capitalized upon in a
similar way, it appears that the .. Big .
Boys" have learned how to ..play the
game to win."
Interestingly, the message that has
accompanied each successive phase
seems to be getting louder and more
bitter. People have become more and
more distressed with our technocratic
way of life, and have expressed their
feelings in a wide variety of ways.
Unfortunately, such dismay has had
little more than a diffused impact on
the industrial norm of diings. -Perhaps
the emergence of a new happening m
England will provide us with a renewed
direction in the l980's to take on this
stubborn force.
In the meanwhile. the true ounk
spirit will h~ve to linger in our hearts, if
not in our minds.
Jon Kiser
Newmarket

Heat
To the Editor:
I understand they are turning the
heat back on. Too bad. For the first
time this year, I've be.en able to sleep
without having the window of my room
open.
Also, for the first time, the library
has been comfortable. Personally, I
don't mind walking around with a
sweater or light jacket on inside. I say
leave the system off. Then the
University would save a lot of energy
and many of us would be much more
comfortable.
Jack Brandais
Lord Hall

PPO&M
To the Editor:
This is a letter of grievance in regard
to the billing and maintenance
procedures of PPO&M. We have _a
particular concern with unnecessary
repairs. We are well aware that certain
assessments are necessary to
compensate for wanton destruction,
however, we are outraged over
assessments that are completely
unnecessary.
Is this University so hard up for
money that it has to go around having
things unnecessarily replaced or
repaired? In .our instance, the lock
system of our dorm room was replaced
when there was nothing wrong with it
::ind no authorization on our pa_!t

issued. Why, then was it-changcd?That
is a good question.
We arc now in the process of trying
to find out why a lock, with nothing
wrong with it, was replaced. It was
unfair not to be made aware of the
Maintenance Request filed by our RA
which only called for a striker plate
replacement and never should have
been filed in the first place.
We only found out about this
because we walked into our room while
the knob was being repaired. Nothing has happened to the door since the day
we moved in, and we resent being
considered as liars and as destructive.
Why does it have to be our word
against theirs? As it is, we have already
paid and will continue to pay for
damages caused by others. We are well
aware that if the bill is not paid, we can
be deprived of being able to register
next semester as well as not receiving a
diploma.
If we had not walked in on the
.. maintenance" in progress, we
seriously doubt that we would have
icnown of this injustice. ~e fe,el that
this practice of collectmg_ damage
money from uns~spectmg and
uninformed students 1s a poor way of .
oon~u<-tine husiness.
While in the process of, trying to
appeal this, we have been shuffled from
one place to another, while being told
something different each time. And
isn't it interesting that while visiting the
Service Building of PPO&M we were
reminded of another problem. We
would like to note that, while we
students stumble around in the dark
and keep the heat down in the name of
conservation, while still paying an
energy surcharge, the service building
is heated like a sauna. Who is it that
imposed this surcharge anyway?
We hope that by the time this letter is
printed, this problem will be alleviated.
Whether or not we are found ..guilty,"
we feel it is our duty and right to inform
others of this problem. Thank you.
Michele Walker
Kelly Stanclift
Stoke 324

Seniors
To the Editor:
As the few remaining weeks wind
down rapidly, I cannot help but
wonder what next year has in store for
me, and what this year has brought me.
In the course of this wondering,
coupled w~th the last two or three issues
of editorials in The New Hampshire
I feel it necessary to comment not o~
pledging or trafos or Dana Jennings,
but on the seniors. In three weeks, this
group of individuals will be gone, gone
into the depths of the cruel and unusual
world. No more security of being
students. No more irresponsibility, no
more grounds for postponing the
future.
Guess it's time to grow up. To grow
up to the fact that college doesn't last
forever. Well I think I've done that.
Thank you seniors. One, for helping
me realize this fact and two, for making
my junior year one I'll forever cherish.
Paul Mitchell
- _233 Alexander Hall
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The Allman Brothers are still going strong
By Christina Chant
Ten years ago, The Allman
Brothers Band first introduced
their distinct style of music to the
rock world. The combination of
electric blues, complex rhythms,
and the unique vocals of Gregg
Allmann, established them as
"progressive rock," a kind of music
for which no precedent existed in
1969.
On Tuesday, May 6, The
Allman Brothers Band will
perform in Snively Arena. The
concert, sponsored by SCOPE,
will be complimented by the
bluesy-folksy style of Jonathan
Edwards.
The Allmann Brothers have
survived despite the tragic deaths
of Duane Allman and bassist Berry
Oakley, and a two year split ending
. : in 1978.
The band gained momentum in
the early 70's, and reached a
pinnacle of success with the release
of theit fifth album, Brothers and
Sisters, in 1973. It was during this
year that they attracted some of the
largest c~owd_s known in rock

history. Performing with the
. Grateful Dead and The Band, The
Allman Brothers attracted 600,000
people at the Wa'tkin's Glen
festival. This was the largest
audience ever for a single day
music festival.
The Allman Brothers continued
to draw record numbering crowds
during the summer of '74, an
example was at Fulton County
Stadium in Atlanta where the
crowd numbered 65,000.
The band boasts five gold and
three platinum albums to date.
They have produced nine albums.
The country and blues influence on
.the band 1s evident m their bluesy
ballads and foot stompin'rockand
roll.
·
"We're really lucky to be getting
such a well-known band at UNH,"
said SCOPE Publicity Manager,
Cindi Fox, "It's a great way to
celebrate the last day of classes.
Everybody come and enjoy!"
The concert will start at 8:00.
Tickets are $10 for students and
$12 for non-students. For more
i~formation, call 862-2290.

f

. Tickets are stil available for the Allman Brothers Band. The Scope sponsored concert is May 6.

For better or for worse?
Jackie's powder blue Plymouth pulled up in
front of my house around quarter to four
Saturday afternoon. Not to watch a ball game like
most any other Saturday when I'm home from
school but for a more ancient ritual, one that,
while relatively new to us, was becoming more
and more familiar.
.
Jackie's Linda sat to his right and close to him
as I squeezed my body into the front seat next to
her, careful not to-wrinkle my already crumpled
suit. Linda's neatly coiffed hair and pretty blue
dress along with her besuited companions
hinted to the passing traffic her destination. We
pulled away from the curb and made a right
towan:ls Our Lady's Help of Christian Church,
where Chink and Cindy were to be married that
afternoon.
We were to pick up David and Ricky before
heading to _the church. I hadn't seen either of
them since January when I came home for
winter break and I looked forwan:l to our reunion. Usually late, I was surprised when they
were waiting our arrival at their doorstep.
We greeted each other with smiles and the
five of us joked how handsome ·and pretty we all
were as we started off. David, Jackie, and Linda
lit up cigarettes as we made our way down the
tree-lined avenue towan:l the main drag.
Swirls of blue-white smoke ·curled up and
danced through our conversations. "How's
school?" they asked me. "Great, how's work
going?" was my patented reply.
Their answers were the same as the ones they
gave me in January to the same question. "Same
old shit. You haven't missed anything up in Cow
Hampshire." I opened the window a little to let
some smoke out as the conversation drifted.to
the bride and groom-to-he's prospects, which we
all agreed were rosy.
We were a few minutes early so we stood·and
talked amon~ ourselves in front of the church.
We joked with and greeted familiar faces hoth
young and old as they passed by or stopped to
have a cigarette before entering the impressive
nineteenth century structure. I had my wedding
smile on, which matched my tie and shoes well. I
couldn't remember being this relaxed or happy at
my other buddies' weddings. The otherL'iree left
me feeling funny afterwan:ls.
One of the older people, who had been
standing off to my right came to me and asked,
"Do you have an extra cig~tte?" I looked up-to
him and said, "No I'm sorry. I don't." (It occurred
to nie that I hadn't had a smoke in almost two
years.) ''That's alright I just thought you were
out here having a butt," he smiled back at me. He
asked David for one.
We entered the church and looked for seating
among the nattily attired crowd that sat before

us. Old faces turned and watched our entrance
from the left and yo;.mger, more familiar ones
nodded recognition from the right hand side of
the church. We sat down to the right and smiled
reflexively to subtle waves and muffled "hellos."
The organist overhead interrupted our
whispered small talk with the strains of the
cliche-ish "Wedding March."
·
Cindy appeared ove:r my left shoulder on her
father's arm. With her gown white and flowing
with lace, she began her approach towan:l her
waiting husband. Cindy had much the same
expression that my other friends' brides had
when they began their sk w, rhythmic march
towan:l the altar. I thought of her in front of the
high school when she would be the victim of
cigarette-less smokers between classes. She
looked much the same now. Emotionless and
casual as if she was unwrapping a Marlboro
Lights pack instead of culminating a planned
celebration months in the making. This seemed
so natural a wedding. The procession down the
middle aisle was just a formality. To glorify an
accepted fact.
Cindy's serenity was much different than the
earlier brides that had invited me to watch their
ceremonies out offriendship. Her predecessors,
Jeannie, Fergie, Linda, and Elaine, all were
uncertain in their step and out of place in my
eyes. Too young I thought Twenty-year-old
women aging into housewives and mothers
before my very eyes. Cindy, I accepted She was
just a young bride ending the questions of"when
is the big day?"
Chink, now called Richard at Cindy's
insistance, waited patiently at the right of the
altar watching his bride's every step, the trace of
a smile outlined on his lips but nothing more.
Chink. .. er, Richard pulled no surprise when he
told me he was engaged about a year ago. He
worked for Cindy's dad's construction company
and was doin~ pretty well for himself. His
t.ransitionfromemployeetoson-in-lawwouldbe
no problem. Chink was a good kid and I was glad
he was doing well. I remember cigarettes and
coffee on the back ofhis dad's truck the summer I
pretended to 40 masonry work. Chink wielded
those heavy cinder blocks as though they were
papier mache and virtually weightless. His
strong hand now reached out to take Cindy from
her father's embrace.
Side by side they climbed the three small steps
to the altar. They stood before the priest flanked
on either side by their wedding party,
bridesmaids in yellow and ushers, tuxedoed in
black, to their right.
The vows were exchanged in a simple
ceremony. Toe organist gave a rendition of Paul
· Stucke's wedding song as we sat and waited for
the priest to give his blessing

The Rolls Royce was parked right OL4t.side the
largewoodendoorofthechurch.Insqueezingby
I looked inside to see champagne being poured
into golden goblets and my friends emitting
silent laughter behind the sheet of glass. I turned
towan:ls the oarkin'1 lot. with Jackie's flancee.
Linda. "AreyouhavingaRollsatyours,Linda?"I
asked kiddinwy...I think they're beautiful but a
limousine will do fine," she smiled. As we sat by
the Duster she pulled out a cigarette and looked
for a light. "I don't have any matches, Linda, so I
can't be a gentleman," I said. 'That's alright," she
laughed a~ we waited for the members of "the
patk" to r~:-~,.:h the car to begin our trip to the
reception.
We found the others waiting for us outside the
Montvale Plaza and we soon parked and joined
them. We walked over to the canopied entrance
and into the chandeliered lobby. We were
informed that the bar ypstairs was now serving
and the rumors of Cindy's dad having an "open
bar'' were soon confirmed. Jackie threw away his
empty Marlboro pack and dropped coins in the·
lobby's cigarette machine's slot He returned to
thegroupandhadasweatingMichelobbottleput
into his hand. "I got this one," I joked as he
struck his match.
We sat down at the circular table and engaged
in chit-chat with the others who had settled
down in anticipation of the_expectedfeast. Mario
and Kelly, another engaged couple.joined us and
the cliches, like "How are you?" and "What's
up?" had long lost any meaning. Jackie seemed
to be feeling sick after the meal and he told me
that he and Linda would be leaving. I assured
him I would find a ride and returned to my seat.
Jackie was the only one I really corresponded
with while in Durham, so my conversation at the
table was now limited to talk about engagement
rings and caterers. David, the only guy at the
table besides myself who had no plans to rent a
tuxedo in the near future, didn't want to take up
the subject of school any longer, I could tell. I
decided to just listen to the band and bat smoke
from my nostrils. Finally, I had to get up and
leave. I couldn't handle it any more. I got up and
walked to my only refuge, the bar. I walked away
from the table and towan:ls the barkeep. I smiled
and asked him for a beer, which he ~ave me.
Thanking him, I dropped my 20 cent 'collegeboy" tip and turned to leave to finci new environs
and a lift back to Newton. I saw an old friend to
my right leaning up against the veneer-fini&hed
bar. He fiddled with this hard-pack of Marlboro
in an effort to extract a smoke. Succeeding, he
held it up, offering it to be with a smile. I smiled
back and shook my head. "No thanks," I replied.
"I don't smoke any more." Our smiles faded and
we looked at each other and nodded knowingly.
We toasted one another and swigged our beers.
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Atwood reads and recalls "Life Before Ma.n
By Laura Flynn

her novel. All were humorous
passages with the humor
exaggerated by the effortless wa}
she read.
Her most colorful characters
stand out by individual quirks. The
main character, Nate, has a
conversation with a woman who
makes plastic models of Holstein
cows for a living and hopes
someday to "go into paints and
portraits of Holstein cows."
Elizabeth, Nate's friend, tries to get
his attention by telling him that she
has swallowed exactly 62 aspirins
with codeine in .them and 22
valium .
"I thought you might like to say
good-bye," Elizabeth says to Nate.
And then there's Nate's
Life Before Man.
romantic interest, who just
"I did research on dinosaurs haooens to be a oaleontolo~ist.
with a ~aleontologist, and I <11<1
"She has a Ukrainian mother
research ,on men," she said. "The and a Jewish father which is kind
dinosaurs were easy. They're dead. of like being a mermaid," Atwood
,They1l never do anything that will. explained.
contradict what's already written
Atwood .uses equally intriguing
about them. Men were harder. I characters in her poetry, though it
had to research a real man."
is more concerned with nature
She said that when she asked a than her · prose. Coming from a
· "real man" to read over her family of scientists, not writers,
manuscript for fa<;tual errors, he Atwood is particularly careful to
found only one mistake. -i
be biologically correct when
"He complained that I had my writing about nature.
central character shaving off his
"If I hadn't turned into a writer I
beard with an ele~ric razor," probably would have been a
Atwood confided. "H~ said a real botanist," she said. "My Botany
man would never do that."
marks were much better than my
In the final copy, the "character English marks since, being a
uses a straight-edged razor.
writer, I can't spell."
Atwood read four passages from
She read seven poems ranging in
Margaret . Atwood reads in a
monotone and captivates her
audience. She doesn't netd to raise
and lower her voice when reading
from her own writing. The words,
themselves, do all the wo·rk,
evoking in her listeners stronger
emotions than the words of an
infuriated politician.
Atwood, the Canadian novelist
and poet, read from her latest
novel Life Before Man, and her
most recent, still unpublished
poetry to a full house in Room 110,
Murkland Hall on Tuesday night.
The program was part of the UNH
.Writer's Seties.
She began the reading by
explaining the research she did for

topics from mushrooms to torture.
"19th century poets wrote about
daffodils and skylarks," she said.
"20th century poets write about
crabs, vultures and mushrooms."
One of the characters she creates
in her series of torture poems is a
"maker of machines for pulling out
toenails, sending electric shocks
through brains and genitals."
She explains that her torture
poems were inspired by her
association with "Amnesty
International," a national
organization which helps political
captives.
She ended her reading on a
lighter note with a four part poem
on mushrooms, and then answered
questions from the audience for
about fifteen minutes, during
which the most witty side of her
personality emerge<l.
"Ever get tired of what. you're
working on?" one person asked.
"Constantly," Atwood replied.
"How do _you alleviate that?"
"Will power," she said.
She noted that the reason she
had such a strong feeling for nature
was simply that "there's a lot of it
in Canada," and when asked to
reflect on the future of poetry, she
gave a long, well-considered
response:
"I think I'm pretty safe in saying
people will always write poetry,"
Atwood said. "If you scratch a
student, you'll probably find he's
been secretly writing poetry rather
than _secretly writing novels."

''

( Chris Hart photo)

Margaret Atwo_o d

Axes, saws, and the UNH 'Woodsman Team
advantage lies in ••keeping alive the
The doubles include the speed
old skills," she said.
They are keeping alive the chop ~nd speed split--where a dot
The team competed in two meets
is marked on the end of a log, the
traditional woodsmen skills.
Woodsmen team was started dot must then show on four _last fal,, New Brunswick, Canada,
· · and Unity, Maine. New Brunswick
eight years ago when several separate pieces of split wood.
forestry students felt that the UNH . All six team members compete· is a big annual event that drew 12
teams from New Englarid and
forstry program offered enough m the team events; including the
Canada--including Toronto,
academically, but not enough in cross cut saw, the bow saw and log
Montreal, Nova Scotia, Maine
skills, explained team member rolling-rolling logs through a set
and Syracuse.
course.
Elaine Singer.
As an official club sport, the
team competes with other schools
in Canada and New England in
such skills as the ax throw, the
cr~ss cut saw and WQOd splitting.
O
S
S
. Th~ numb~r practicing "varies'.:t.. -:-. ------___;=----'=--------------------- -1
mc_red1bly" Smger sa1<1. · in t)1e
"Technique is the thmg behind
MacDonald College in
meets, however, three teams ofsix the events," Singer said. ·•sawing
Montreal and the University of
persons each compete. A and B smoothness will cut you through
Maine usually dominate the meets
teams are first and second best, wood faster."
Smith explained. ..UNH is
with the C team for women. Co-ed
Why, one might ask, keep alive
generally in the middle-we're not
teams compete if there aren't traditional skills?
in the pits too often," slie added.
enough people to make up three
"You cut a tree and learn how
_"We're not heavy duty
learns.
grain grows, how wood growscompetitive," Singer said. "We
The teams are further divided you learn to anticipate it. Just
have a bonfire and beer blast
into singles, double and team being around pe-ople who have
afterwards that lasts all riight."
events for each of the three been in forestry, I've learned a·lot
"The Maine team has
divisions. Each is judged for speed from them," Singer explained.
dumppoats-old wool trenchcoats.
and accuracy.
"There are other advantages,"
Each team has its own character,"
The events a;e traditional: They she continued. "People on , the
Singer explained.
sound · unfam1lar only to our team know how to sharpen axes
-The "firewalk" is a New
twentieth cent11ry ears.
and maintain things·when they get
Brunswick tradition. "Everyone is
The single events include the ax
out in the real world."
supposed to walk-through the fire
throw, chain saw and the dot split-Nancy Smith, a team member · once. Drunk guys stand in the fire
where a dot is marked on the end of who is going into forestry research,
and drink beer. But, personally;
a ·l~g and the competator has one
said there is no real practical
I've never done anything but- run
swmg to break the dot.
advantage of the skills used-the
through," Singer said with a smile.

By Cathy Mabry

The advantage lies in
k eeping
• a 1ive
• .th e ld k I•11

And you thought life wa~ a Stih chainsaw ••.

The "Big Event", however, is the
Spring Meet.
The two-day meet rotates from
school to school every year, with as
many as 20 schools represented.
This year's event is May 2-3 at
Dartmouth College.
The events change somewhat for
this meet. For example there is a
fly casting and a canoe event. In
the double portage canoe event
o~ member paddles, portages it
50-75 yards, then gives 1t tne ca110t:
to the next person, who repeats the
process.
·
The spring meet also includes a,packboard race team event.

a

Needed is backframeJrying pan,
blanket, can, container of water
and matches.
Singer explained, "You tie it all
in a blanket, lash it to tlie board,
pick it up and carry it. the last.
. people (it is a relay event) have to
take the things out, build a fire and
boil the water over.
· "They run it through mudholes
and swamps, I've gotten in up to
my waist," Singer said.
"The whole idea is carrying on
the tra.oiffonal skill of woodsmen,"
Singer said. "It's all mechanized in
the woods-it's still nice to have
skills."

Joanne Brackeen
performs at UNH
#

By ,Mark Luebbers
Joanne Brackeen, veteran
. modem jazz pianist brought her
complex, varied style to the
Johnson Theater of the Paul
Creative Arts Center last evening
and treated the small but
enthusiastic audience to 90
minutes of improvisational and
technical expert~se.

The conce-rt was the finale of the
UNH scholarship concert series.
The show was opened by the UNH
Jazz Band directed by David
Seiler.
Brackeen, performing on a
stark, brightly lit stage, was
accompanied only by the acoustic
bass of Clint Houston. She
performed six pieces, each
,,,,. progressing through an initial
theme, into an extended
improvisational period, to a bass
solo by Houston, through another
. improvisation and back into the
original theme.
Her playing was marked by an
incredible quickness and range of
musical ideas. While her work may
be at times inaccessible and
difficult for the listener, she is
obviously a technical master, and
her virtuosity was never in
question.
Houston's bass work was an
(Ned Finkel, photo) '. interesting contrast both musically

and visually. While Brackeen's
playing tended to be more
exploratory and cerebral, Houston
played with a strength and
enthusiasm that seemed to come
more fro~ the heart. His energy
was especially apparent during his
solo work.
Drawing selectively from the
keyboard styles of McCoy Tyner
early Herbie Hancock, and
esp.e.cially . the acoustic Chick
Corea, Brackeen has developed a
powerful personal style
characterized by boundless energy
and abundant imagination.
Whereas many similarly
adventurous pianists have sought
the expanding horizons of
electronics, Brackeen has chosen
to pursue the potential of the
acoustic piano. She has a definitely
contemporary style while at the
same time retaining the highest
standards of sensitivity and
subtlety.
Although she has been called ..a
deserving candidate for most
under_rated pianist," her pJaying
expeoence over the past two
decades has included work with
Dexter Gordon, Woody Shay, Art
Blakey, Joe Henderson and Stan
Getz. She considers her years with
Blakey and Henderson of
particular importance to her
musical growth.
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·We're looking for energetic and

. ambitious people to work at a
recreational facility in Southem
New Hampshire. Posi~ons available
in pool, gym, out door, craftsroom
and more!! Work-study. Contact ·
Mr. Skanesat883--0523

·Attractive summer positions,
Boys' Camp (52nd year), Lenox,
Mass. in SWIMMING, SAILING,
(22 Boat fleet), SCULLING,
SKIING, TENNIS (18 courts),
BASEBALL, BASKETBALL,
STR F.ET

HI II

•di'

CAMP COUNSELORS

y

Also, CAMP PAPER, WEIGHT
TRAINING, PHOTOGRAPHY,
HAM RADIO, VIDEO-TAPING,
ARCHERY, RADIO STATION.
Send details to : Joe Kruger,
Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 20 Allen
Court. South Oran~e. N.J. 07079

the University of New Hampshire
Department of Music
presents

The University of New Hampshire
Department of Music
· pre$ents

THE UNIVERSITY
. .
WIND SYMPHONY

THEUNH
WOMEN'S CHORUS

STANLEY D. HETTINGER, Director

AUDREY ADAMS HAVSKYI Director

Performing Works By

THE UNH STUDENT

MENDELSSOHN, POULENC_,
&PINKHAM

BRASS & WOODWIND
QUINTETS

DURHAM COMMUNITY CHURCH
Durham,NH

JOHNSON THEATER, PCAC
Durham,· NH

TUE., MAY 6, 1980
8pm

SUN., MAY,4, 1980
8PM

ADMISSION FREE

ADMISSION FREE

or9oni1ed by the Sotor Ener.9y Coclli.f- 10"

Work-stu~ student wanted to work In USNH
Cnacellor s Office for summer. Experfel'lce
In Student Government required. Call 8622223 by May 5, 1980. 5/2·
' Summer Day comp counselors to supervise
youth activities at the Pine Island 4-H outdoor Education Center. Must be qualified
for work-study program. For more Information cQntQct Franl< Mitchell at Pine Island
4-H Outdoor Education Center, 2849 Brown
:;:. ~:_n~~ester, N.H. 03103. Telephone:
36
Undergraduates: 1980-1981 Tutoring Jobs
avallable In Math, Chem, Econ, Bio, Psych.,
Languages, other sciences and more. 2-5
hrs.lweek, $3.25-$4.00/hour. Come to Informational meeting on Tuesday, may 6th, 55:30 pm In the Senate Room of the MUB. Or
call Sarah Seder, Special Services, 2-1562.
5/6
Work study students: Special Services Is
hiring one to two work-study students who
are Interested In both performing library
research and reading textbooks for a
visually Impaired UNH student. The Job WIii
be for the 1980-1981 academic year (September to May) approximately 1Ohrs./week.
Pay rate Is $3.25-$3.75/hr. contact Len Lamberti, Robinson House, 862-1562 no later
than May 7, 1980. 5/6
Recreation Director - for small resort campground & cottage faclllty, Chocorua N.H.
(foothills of White Mts) Lodging plus $100/wk
late June - Labor Day. Park & Rec, Phys Ed
major or person with summer camp or
recreational activities experience lnvolvlna
~ riefered. tel • 659-2790 after 4 P
15

f:!~'7r

Local firm has summer work program for
students 5.50 per hour to start. Scholarships
ana exrra creans aIso onerea ro students
who quality. Must be 18 - have car, but
travel Is light. Flexible hours - Interview now
but work starts after finals. Call 9AM-1 PM
only 664-2548 or 868-1228. 5/2
The Greater NO$hua Chlld Care Center
seeks full time assistant teacher for summer
months. Must be eligible for college work
study. Call Kathy at 883-4431 between 1:30
and 3:00. 5/6
Camp Couselors: Attractive summer
positions, Boys' Camp (52nd ·year), lenox,
Mass. In swimming, sailing, sculling, skiing,
tennis, baseball, street hockey. Send
details to; Joe Kruger, Camp Mah-Ke&-Nac,
20 Allen Court, So. Orange, N.J. 07079 5/2
Robin C - Have a super summer llttte sis - l'U
be thinking or you. Keep In touch ok? Love
always, Debbie P.S. Good luck on flnall 5/2
DZ Senlors ... Where are youl?I We're
psyched for a great day together. You all
will be missed so much. Keep In touch. All
our love, "the rest of us". P.S. Is that ant
drinking beerl?I 5/2
Fall option w/summer sublet. 5 Bedroom
Apt., large kitchen, bathe, living room, On
Karl-van rt. 4 ml., from campus rn Nmkt. off•
street parking. $500/mo., but negotiable.
Call Mark or Guy 659-5330 5/6
EMERGENCY' .. Please ... please ... please ..
Whoever stole an orange Kelty day pak
from UNH Bookstore at 1 -PM 4/28/80 please
return to me or the lost a. found at the MijB.
No questions asked • 3 F's In my course
without those notesllll'm Desperate. Patti
Artus 22 Watson St., Dover N.h. 03820 742•
8254 5/6

862-3639

If IIIL~\

SATURDAY

ll=UTURING

IN

BETTY BOOP

BETTY BOOP

KOKO

TALKARTOONS
SCREEN SONGS

BIMBO

OVTOF

CAB CALLOWAY

THE INKWELL

THE BOUNCING BALL
FAT-BERTHA

THE MOST SENSATIONAL
SERIES OF ANIMATED
FILMS EVER SEEN ON
THE SILVER SCREEN

MAX FLEISCHER

+:45 - Sunr·,se Service & Song in fronf of T-hall , welcom;"9 Sun
10: 00 1-i:

00 -

Construdion of a Sundio I on

~O\:ln

in

front

of 1-\ood House

72 Minutes-~

Oed,co+,on of Sundial and Plan+. Sale a+ E-nv,i-onrnental Mrni Dorm

J:00

Sun Do.::J T-Shirts fo k

G:4S

Off,c:,al

8: oo

Sunset Square Danc.e. in Strafford Room i'n MUB ·,/,th Sun Danc.e

printed,

seno+e fi!oom in Mus, brin.9

your own

Sunset

/

/

•

Sunday, May 4
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Strafford rm. MUB
ONLY$.75

B/W

se,ml-fu!r.\;li·ned pine panelled summer To my one and only: Too• to• 2 equals 11
S\jolet: 5 min. walk to campus· 3 bedrooms
Michele, Jennifer, Matt, Pat,• Tom D.• Thanx which wlll seem like nothing when we get Inliving room, kitchen
dining room'
lots, breakfast was Just devlne.• I couldn't to the 1OO's. Thanks for the part you gave to
study ... launpry facllltles, bike storage
ask for anyone(s) better to eat with at 7 me, I wlll continue to cherish It forever.
spacious grass lawns perfect for frlsbee '
·
bells. Debbie 5/2
.
Coming home where I and we belong. 5/2
·barbecues and sunbathlngr Call Jen 868·
iA;;p;;;p:U-11c;;;:a;;:t"'
l
o;:n;;;s;--;a;;;r:;:e:--::c::-u::rr::e=-=n:ut1;:-y-;:b~e-:-ln_g_a_c_c_e_p_te-d
2992 (Oavlt1 Court. 6Q Mctdburv 1:>rl , ._,.,
Summer Sublet w/fall option w bedroom Apt
DP.·
Congrats, you'll be the best social sn To the ONLY "SWEETIE" there ls: Thanks for
for
student
computer
consultant
postlons
on
In Dover K-van, avail. June f $230 plus - Summer Sublet • (Durham) - Garrison Ave
wlll ever have (sorry Frank • John). does this being you; I've enjoyed all our times .
this campus. Minimum requirements are
utilities for entire summer Near sto,es, · Very conventent for classes and work·
mean you deflnately have to go to next falls together so far and am thriving for more,
successful completion of Math 410 (or
washer/dryer Call Liz 749-18-42 or 862"1837
stay close In the future! Love you always, EL
Parking lot available. Two bedrooms ci
PD without me? DJ 512
equivalent) and DEC system 1O experience
large walk-In storage closet, a full kitchen
5/6
Donna• John• Get psyched for the best PDI BEE '4125 5/6
If you qualify, stop at McConnell 104A or
and a nice living room. Room for up to 4
Hey Rud • Even though this Is your second
This
time
no
unexpected
Summer Sublet Durham, Main Street, 2
cameras,
lost
shor~sbury M111 and flll out and application.
people. Price neg. For Info call Cindy K at
and i"neve-r got one~I still Joveycil We've
bedroom, great location, Rent negotiable.
_
ts..Q.r_roommatesll DP &DJ 51_
2 ---:,-----868-9711 5/2
.
done a lot of crazy things that I'll never
Available June-August. Contact Yvonne,
Fleld
sports,
· Ecology,
Business
Sue· Looking forward to sun, fun and cute
forget. I'm gonna miss youl I'll be a-waltln'
Fran, or Cindy at 868-9705 or 862-2161 516
york Beach Short Sands Beach; large single
Management, Food Service. Call Mr. Chase
tourists! Thanks for all your strength this year.
on you next fall In 331 with Bruce. All my ·
rooms fro rent, may thru the fall: quiet and
at 625-6431. 8:30-5:00. Monday-Friday. 516.
~~od luck with finals. Love you rots, Darlene
lo
the other Rugrat and Pigeon sister. 5/2
Summer Sublet (fall optlon)-beaut. large 2
private w/kltchen for light cooking. $35.00
bdr., sunny, 3 ml. to UNH, furn. (summer) or
weekly. Call 207 363-2859. 5/6
Steph • You're superll We'll miss you this
Bye-Bye 2nd floor Hetzell Never. forget
unfurn. $350/mo. Incl. heat; summer rent
summer. Love Sue• Darlene 5/2
· Summer Sublet-Dover. Central Location on
taping conversations, B2RDQ, Malaria "llrKarl-Van route-partially furnished. 3
dles", Dance Contests, Brown owes me Dinr:ngno~~l~:MaryAnn • You're spectall I'll miss you lots,
1. Sec. dep. $150.
6
Din at Horsefeathers, Brewskles and
!ake care. All my love - your big sls.5/2
~24'0 mo. plus electrlclly. Call
For Sal•Schwlnn World Traveler blcycle
Tuneskles, "Hash Bwonles". Scoping· Main
6
Summer Rentals, Durham. Efficiencies a~d 2
Hey,
kiddo
•
You've
had
the
RADISH.
Nay
•
St., Roo dies, Rock Lobster, FNADICS, April's
bdrm opts. Furnished w/uttlltles and parking
_Summer Sublet-A semi-furnished roomy 3 21". Excellent condition, Shimano Shift
you re a super sweetheart. You've made
Fool, K.F. I Love You, Chug-A-Lug, Chuck
Available June 1 • Aug 15. contact White Er,:
bedroom apartment for 4 people. Excellent levers, safety levers, good tires and rims.
me so unbelievably happy. I'll never forget
Asking
95.00
Call
Heidi
868-9678
512
and George, Road Trips, Scorp's window
terprlses. Tel. 868-2192 (M-F 8-5) 512
location In Durham, near the end of Faculty
the times we've had together p .D
water ballooning, Cafe 227, KIiier
Road.
only
$-400
per
month.
Avallable
June
backgammon,
tlckllng,
Tl.T's,
baked
Summer Sublet • Beginning end of M
Samoyed pup-Not yet born, due In 2nd
Coconuts,
B.e There Aloha, UNH Hltchhlker's
1stthru August 31st. Call Dave at 868-9882 or week of April. Pedigree dog with AKC
potatoes, red roses, "bribes", White
:,•ginning of September. Fully furnt;"h'e:f
Tacky Doors, Hermina, Da-plQ.ne, Beowuli
Mark at 868-9833 516
·
Russians. No words could ever soy what I
ereo, color TV, Bedroom, living room, Kit:
papers ready to go In 8 weeks. Asking $150shits,
P.B.
attacks,
The Inner Sanctorum and
realty feel. Try to Understand me too. Smlle.
200 yet negollable. Call any time
i,~en, Bath. If Interested Call Eric, 868-1392.
HUAC forever! Love, L.C.H. 5/2
Sunshtnel 5/2
preferably after 6 p.m. 868-5081. Ask for
SUMMER
SUBLET
•
Red
Towers.
Furnished,
2
HETZEL
HALL
DANCE·A·THO;~N;..-;;.Dc-a-n-ce-rs_w_h_o
Room available for one or- two females In a
Karen, If not In leave message. 5/6.
To my adopted big brother and sis• I'll keep
bedrooms, kitchen, bath, large living room
have passed In their money.. .tf you passed
fully furnished apt. In dover. K-van, near
this short and simple: Thanx for everything,
For
Sale-65
Buick
with
fireplace,
Gran
Sport,
beautiful
140,000
bay
ml.;
window
and
In more than $10, you are eligible for a free
stores, good location washer/dryer. Avail.
I'll miss you both a lot this summer. Come by
many new parts; Inspected; 10-12 mpg. 445
porch. Excellent for 3 people wanting to live
Kidney Foundation T•Shlrt. Come see Gall In
May 19 • Auf. 31. $230 plus utlllttes for entire
to visit and I'll teach you all about boats!
cu/In. engtne; trailer hitch: some rust but 13
In Durham close to campus. Rent Is
210 HAtzel. 5/6
summert Call Liz at 749-18-42 or 862-1837 5/2
Love,
your
favorite
little
convict
512
negotiable. Call Charlene 868-1512 or
kla. $300 or best ofter. Lynn 659Blrkenstocka-footwe(lr that flt like your feet
Apartment for sublet (with fall option) 2
6
"184 Washington St." - Is It true that L.D. and
~'!~Ja~~J,iynl at 2-1837. Please leave a
do. These sandals ore high In quality, the
bedrooms, fully carpeted, kitchen, living
For Sale: Double Mattress and Box Springs,
"J.B." changed their majors to poll SCI.? WIii
highest In comfort, and reasonably priced
room on Karl-van rt. 4 miles off campus-pool
LM bread her 3 minute bed-to-kv record?
Bureau, Small Refrigerator-Very Clean and
~•rrale Roomate ~anted for the summer
Find footloy at the Wax Ear-next to Franklln
prlveledges-call 749·4565 early mornings or
(WIii BIii H. die laughnlng?) donna who?
hardly used, Typewriter, Bookcase, End
o
.
on
Madbury
Road.
$95
a
month
G
t
Theater.
516.
late evenings. Ask for Katie/Alison 5/2
Brtan ... ?And will the Dealy mobile make It to
table Call after 9 p.m. 749-2657 516
Locatlonl Call Nancy at 868-9795 or· c,~,~
Cathy, Weekends were mode for P.D.s.
Seattle? (via Europe) Welcome new HON•
summer Sublet at Webster House; fully turat 868-9707. Leave O message~ 516
Thanks
so
much for: shampoo, beer, Rluntte,
nlakod, largo kltohon, llvlng room, ::i
DA-MOBILE! 5/2
9
0
rq°Jr~,~~~~,mo~klrJ&i!1:
bedrooms, sundeck, excellent locatlon
Fran• Love you sweet "lnny'' and especrallv
Roomate needed to share nice aft with
a"n~'t~-ncf:rrr~n"cs~~Brand new. Used only 10 times) A steal at ~ your soft hairy little knees. Thanks for th'
J::rfect for 3 or more. rent negotiable. Cali
me. Summar w/ fall O tlon 6 0 m 9
John P.S. One down, one to ~o. Get
5
$100
(SeU
for
$225
Lee
new) can Joe at 868-9828
Circle. (not !he ~ster ,1ver ptf.?
escort last Friday night. You're a real doll.
ata-~j; tails! Bruce, Curt, or Dennis at bedroom
psyched and bring your glasses. We re wild.
$125 ea·:t; ·· · ··•k-,._ ·...t
•·
5
Elaine, Elaine 5/2
We're crazy, we are the balls! Sigma Nu
868-9793 5/2
c monm. ~all Elayne and2-1664 or come by Randall Rm. 212 si6'
goes all out, all of the time. 512
1970 Dodge Dart; 58,000 original miles; little
Ruthie C. • clean up r.our act, but no holler
Summer 5\lblet-Durham. A double room on
rust; 2 spares: $750 Call Woody or Night 887•
than thou attitudes. 'Give 'em heir' • G.S.
To the women on Smith 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Oyster River road. Cool and quiet, big living
Wanted: 1 female Roommate; own room In
Patton.
Main
• just a short note to say goodbye and
(We
wish
3260
to
512
extend
fellcltatlons
upon
.
room, kitchen, bathroom, garage space,
2 ~~droom apartment; Olde Madbury Lana
this so remarkable a_chtevement.) Beebs
thank-you for putting up with me this year.
parking space and on Oyster River!
-Dover; rent .S.1.D"tm.P.ntP ,.P.!~s eIec., For Sale: 1978 Honda C.B. 750 Super-sport
and
Bradley,
your
existentialist
friends.
5/2
y9u~v,
made mv Introduction to being
Available Mid-May thru August. Call 868avallable May 18 • June 1 until Sept" 1 · - Excellent Condltlont only 1,700 mlles. Great
an R.A. great • I onlv. wish I couta· flave gotWhat do you know about: feminism, Gay
5207 Rent negotiable. 512
deal at $2300.00. can Anne (862-2170) or
Melanie or ~eggy 742-9058 5/6
·
ten
to
know
you all better. Keep In Toucn •
Awareness, Birth Control, Sex Roles: have
Laura (862-112n for mor..,Informatton. 5/6
Summer sublet • Webster House, Madbury
you ever thought about "sex"? Inforf~:~t~~ ~~ Congreve to say -hi next year.
Summer Sublet with fall option. Olde MadFor Sale: 1973 Olds Delta 88 Good conRd.
•
great
locatlon
In
town,
near
Main
mational meeting and workshop for those
bury Lane apts. Dover. On karlvan route.
dltlon-90,000 miles. Great summer car-S-400
Street. Spacious sunny apt., wall to wall
lnterestd • Wed, May 7·, _2:30, Merrimack rm,
Morrison • This Is ltl How sweet It was. ThurPool facilities. Two bedrooms. $250 monthly.
carpeting, 2 large bedrooms, large kitchen
or best offer. Call Randy at 659-5002. 516
sday nights and T.P.; Rough Riders and DB·
Call Kim or Carol at 7-49...976. 512
~~~t~t!:J'r:
i9a~•~ry. Human Sexuality
• llvlngroom. Accomodates -4 people
8
firemen, policemen, men In green uniforms
Student Rentals Durham. Single and double
easltv, Rent $440 per month, heat Included.
For Sale: Yamaha FG85 folf guitar Brand
tool lefs go biking down the beach . you
M.J., Cheryl, Nancy, Linda: Thanks for the
rooms. Furnished w/utllltles and parking.
new-never used. New-$130. WIii sell for $90.
Call 868-5296 anytime. 5/2
can wear my Exeter Softball shirt over your
BEST, WILDEST times everl I'll never forget this
Within walking distance to campus. Conbikini (or nothing, If you want) Where's mr.
One female roommate needed for 2 Call Randy 659·5002. 5/6
year
and
all
we've
shared
...
We
ain't
too
~ft White Enterprises. Tel. 868-2192 (M-F 8-5)
earring
anyhow? ATO and Congreve f>I.
bedroom apt. on Main Street In Durham
1976 Pinto 3 dr. hatchback 4 cylinder auto,
pretly, we ain't too proud... Wa might be
How the hell can you be graduating? The
June through May. Great location. Contact
mag wheels/radial tires. Spare rims and
laughlGiE bit too loud, but THIS IS COLLEGE,
fun
has
Just
begun. May our madness last
Webster House• Summer sublet. 1 bedroom
~~t :an, or Yvonne at 868-9705 or 862·
23
forever and our friendship never die. You
51
kitchen and dining room. Own entrance
mpg Asking
No
o~Jered a better
are
honestly
the best friend I could ever ask
Wanted • 1 or 2, nonsmoking female roomw/oorch, $300.00/month. Price Negotiable
roommate! We've grown -so close In our
for. Bennington's not too far away • we'll
mates for fall/spring semesfors. 16 Young
Call Bob or Tom 86~ffa4· 5/6 ·
small corner of the dorm, I hope we always
·
Fot
"Sat•Men's
red
21"
Concord
Freedom
meet
In
the
middle
(of T.P. that ts). WIii you
Drive • 4½ bedrooms • 526.00 a semester.
stay In touch. Every time I drink a Molson I'll
ID speed bike. 79 model. Perfect condition.
ride off with your Prince? or your ttallan
Summer Sublet • 3 room, fully furnished ap~~ntact Suzy or Kathy 868-9754 or 862·1511
t~':t~e~ i~ul Be good, but go WILDI Love,
·
749-28-41
51/22.
Stallion?
Leaving
us
behind
In the dust (and
partment, only 1½ miles from campus, right
..tlrt ,,.. • ..,h1,-h v~,•,.,. knownll love vo-- Ma 5/2
C-larlon A.M. Car Radio-Brand new. Comes
al Karl-van stop:.. T'!"_O peop_le preferred,
Sue Lee • I never could have made It
from
a
1980
subaru.
To
$25
my
or
Fourth
best
offer.
roommate
Call
Here's
to· Pinky
Two Female Roomates needed to share
possibly three. $250.00/mth. 868-7025 5/2
through these four fantastic years without
breakfasts with the Iranian Plgmy, · water:
anne M. 868-9857 or 2·2170 5/6.
large apt. In Newmarket. On K-van, Good
you. Care to help me make It through May
fights,
sucky
face,
frat
stealing
MUB
deck
parking. Apt. Is furnished with phone.
Need a place to stay this summer? 4
18?1 Let the sun shine and the champagne
horsepllls, Link sausage lambdagags'
$118/molperson. Large, sunny. Call Mike or
bedrooms, summer sublet on Central Ave.
For Sale. 1972 Datson 510. Good for parts.
flow• We did ltl All my love, Mom. 512
SCorps,
Flirting
and
my
stereo.
Ifs
been
5/2 '
In Dover, 1st stop on K-van route, short walk
Charlie or Lisa 659-5848 5/6
stlll running. Asking $300. Call1>arryll at 536JJR · Writing you this personal In hopes of
from downtown, portlally furnished, 2 fire
To
the
best
bartenders
ever;
Just
wanted
to
1393
or
Del>~••
8.
at
862·1838.
5/2
brightening
your
day.
SMILE,
the
end
Is
near.
Durham summer sublet available. Two
places, carpeted, etc. Call Jane 862-1479
thank you tor the great service and:Yukon
For Sale-1972 Flat 850 sport spider 2-·-t
Good luck on your finals. I know you'll do
bedrooms, portly furnished, excellent conor Sandy P. 2·1837. 5/6
.-..
well. Luv ya• LAF 512
Jack,
Wine
coolers,
BAMF's
(NYMF'sl
dition, excellent location, rent negotiable.
Molsons, etc .. Also for the 7-day continuous
convertible, -45,000 mlles 30 mpg.NO ruSf.
Hey McNelsh, you starll The club ts all toursl
Call 868-1344. 5/6
Female roommate wanted for/Spring to
asking $650. Call 868-1308 or stop by 38
Pl
hanaov9r, nealechtd studies, potential AA
Young Drive 512
ease don't forget me too qu ckly
share two bedroom apt. on Bagdad Road
meetlnqs..
l'l'.IQIJlQJY. loss, QUesslng songs
Summer Sublet (with fall option) •
·
d
or ... Barry Manllow, green sweats the
Durham. Call Wendy 868-2799 or Beth 659:
roommate to share two bedr
Sunday afternoons, em.pty checkbooks'
nee
world's worst stereo system, "this Ice sucks",
2581 summer sublet also avallable 5/2
Dover. Living roam, kitchen ba~~ apt. In
cherries
(and
oranges), bright lights
Want a smooth, comfortable, luxurious:
axles and more axles, loops (I flnaltv landed
own bedroom Fully f
m, and
closing time, ·ov~rnlght parking tickets on
elegant ride? Ford Ellte 1975 tully-poweredIH), Wednesday nights (amateur nfght?I) A
I1hed
Summer Sublet with fall option: Large room
Available from·aJ)~rox.u;;0 y 19 •. :.~ K·Vta n.
Main
~t..
after hour rendevous, luck
Woman In the Moon (or was It Mood) 6 o
equlpped, four Jensens riew radlc:ils weilas double or single avallable In "Coops "
,A er ....
gus 7,30.·
Im1tat1ons, cascade commercials, and masr
cared for body and eng\r.e. Ell!""&Hen1 conexhibitions, "what do I do with my armsT'
.+145/mo and utlllttes• c a 11 r,.,;h
P~!~
Cheap rentll Ideal location. Available May
of all; a reason to come back In the fall, See
2232 512
dition. 78,000. Must sell. Negotiable. 868the mysterious Rick Karle... and all the othe;
1st. Call 868-2167 after 6:00 p.m. 5/2
2 girls needed to snare 2 bedroom upi m 2318 or 742-3681 . 5/6.
you then. Love, Nicks Chicks P.S. A sniffle
~
good times and weirdness. Your skating
Durham for summer. June-August, fabulous
and a tear to the grads. 5/2
Mom Is gonna miss you a lot - please stay tn
3 bedroom, Living Room, kitchen centraltv
locatlon on Madbury Road, extremely quiet
touch.
Love
va.
Lvnn.
5/2
located In Dover, near Karl Van Route. $400
building with parking. Please call 168-2257
JON MIES-WHERE ARE YOU?•KEVIN
Pea • Can you hold down the pod all alone
per mo. Heat, electricity Is Included. Lease
anytime for more Information. 512 'J
next year? Carry on the tradition of 232 and
Cornelius, alias "Sequoia Legs." I'd like to
required. No pets. Call 142-7908 Between 7.
WE DELIVER! Hungry, but can't leave the
~•member, singles 01e made for doubles!
relive last weekend over agaln, only with a
9p.m. 5/6.
books? Pizza, subs, salads, etc dellveredl
different ending. (lusHul Chuckle). RememNlghttv campus run:1 9:30 p.m. and 11 ;00 [ov4 from vour Bia Pea 5/2
Fuzzball:
Well,
anothef
year
has
gone
by
at
ber,
It counts not what Is between the ears
Unfurnished Apt.: Dover, Durham Area Conp.m. Call 30 min. In advance 868-2224. Also
UNH, only this time you won't be back In the
but what Is between the legs. Love, Mooch
do. Fine country locatlon (Hemlock Forest) 2
Joe buys used refrigerators $40 each. Call
fall.
Is
the
real
world
ready
for
you
yeti?
2,
(second
only to you). P.S. Hove you
bedrooms, 1½ baths, fireplace, all apafter 11 p.m. 862-3336 516.
Summer Camp Jobs for Students. Help
You're just going to have to go nuts at TKE's
bought the tickets to Jamaica yet? P.S.S.
pliances, no children or pets, lease
needed, mateffemale, In resident and day
Professional Typing; fast and accurate; 90
Spring
weekend
to
release
some
of
that
Never
mind
height. We're all fhe same
camp for 9 weeks. Aquatic Directors and
cents a double-spaced page, single
craziness! I'm really looking forward to a
51~345 per month plus utllltles. Call
;-'.tv~ln_,a7.".d~o:':'w~n"-.~51:.:2:,.
· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
assistants, IJnlt leaders. Rlflarv Instructors_
spaced, slightly higher. Pages after first ten
~~g,{~lty" weekend. Get psyched! Love,
M.E.-~f _I have to type eve,, one more word, 1
Flelcf . sports
ecology,
Business
of a paper, 10 cents off. Call (Dover) 7-42·
½ May free; Summer Sublet w/fall option
Management, Food Ser.-Jce. Call Mr. Chase
6643. 5/6
Dover, on K-Van route. pool, tennis courts:
"BEWARE PM SENIOR!" You never know
don't think I'll ever be able to "hold ~~d~;;
at 625-6431, 8:30-5:00, Monday-Frldav. 5/6
w/wall, free cable and laundry room. $240
RIDE OFFERED: Looking for rlder(s) to go to
where an undergrad PM sister Is lurklngl Get
agalnl Then what? How about the wine
Chlld Care Worker Wanted for Durham Inmonth (Includes hot water) Call 749-3796
Seattle, Washington (or thereabouts).
ready for a night of kldnappln, drlnklng •
regardless of the fireplace? Remem:
fant Center. Summer or Fall. Work study
Ask for Tim or Todd.5/2
Leaving from Boston area during first week
senior abusing! This ts your night, seniors, so
ber... we're the party people, night and
necessary. Experience with young children
at
llmecontactllsaat749-1319. 516
get
psyched!
We're
gonna
miss
youl
Love,
-;;;da~Y-'7--~51:..=;2~:----::-:=--,---------or strong desire preferred. Duttes Include
Webster House-Summer SUB-LET Two
the sisters left to carry on. 512
Calvin Klein- 305 Is going to be great.
care of children from 6 weeks to 3 years
bedroom Apt. Fully Furnished-Wall to Wall
Fat
Cat,
my
dearest
bunk-mate:
Thanks
Congreve
wlll
never
be
the
same!
"LOOk out
old. Call 868-1335 for Information. 5/2
Carpeting-Large Living room, Kitchenmucho for all the good times we've shared
world here we come." Looking forward to
Female 1oommate wanted for Fall to
Private Enlrance-Easlly accomadates four
EMERGENCYIIIPLEASE ... PLEASE ...PLEASE ...
over the past 2 years-drunk Bids Nights,
next year. Your future Roomle. 5/2
Summer Work study needed: Great office
peopl•borders campus and downtownWhoever stole an orange Kelty daypak
popcorn plgouts, long talks, eartv a.m.'s •
experience available with program
Bradner Baby-Get psyched for our farewell
Across from SCorplos Pub-For Information
from UNH Bookstore at 1 pm 4/20/80 please
Development at DCE full time. Good typing
Call 868-2657. 5/6
Decwakv.sees.
Em-tobaflbueck at grad schoolll Love ya
P.D. We'll make It a screamer at 1he Ocean
return to me or the lost • found at the MUB.
. 51 2
House. Also get PFS. Try to keep the food In
sklls essential. Varied duties. Must be
OI
No Questions Asked • 3 F's In my course
responsible, reliable, and a self-starter May
A SUMMER SUBLET like this, you can't afford
Cutle In Chl-0, Thanks for the bestest
your mouth. The Iceman loves youl 512
without those noteslll I'm DESPARATE. Patti
continue Into fall semester. Appty 1st floor
to mlssl Ifs available the 1st of May and rent
Dear Jeff, Liz W. • Cranium-Sony about this
Artos
22 Watson St., Dover, 742-8254 512
' semester I've ever had. the summer Is yet to
VArrAffA
Mn11to
,v.,.4088_
Is very cheap to pay. Ifs right near Dover
arrive
and
I
know
we'll
be
together.
happy 3
delayed message but Ifs better late than
ATTN. RON WINSLOW. Thanks a lot for the
High, where the Karl-Van goes by. Garage
Work Study students needed
months 3 weeks and 4 hours, 21 min. 45
never, I guess?l l just wanted to thank you
beers Wed night. We were Just beginning to
W/w carptetlng and cabfe tv. Call Glenn'.
rorkers for Seacrest Neighbors y~~thy~~:
secs. Remember that "thou may be far,
for an awesome P.O. weekend-Magic
wonder
how
we
would
manage
a
couple.
Doug, or Mike for an appt. to see. Call 868er serving adolescents from low lnco
away but thou Is In mfne heart I I ·
Fingers, the Flume, champagne, •s. face,
more with nine cents. Can we plan on this
9844 and you won't have to look at dives
Jr. Exec. 512
. ove you. _ etc., etc. Need I say more?I Thanks-Love: E.
f~d~~:h~pi~g,:mrs. Qualifications: Energe~
every week? Journallstlcally yours, Kim and
anymore! 5/6
Ith d
es, and firmness In dealing
Marc,
Thanx
for putting up, ;,,.th met Promise
Chris 5/2
Maryanne-Congrats on slsterlnQ-up What
w
a olescents while maintaining open• no more grumps, even when I lose at
tunl I'm glad you're so happy
days
BARRINGTON-Available June 1, Modern 2
ness and awareness of their need C t
'
WANTED: Used furniture for my new apartracquetball or when I have to discuss "lourYOU deserve It. How psyched are you fm
.Pav1Salem-436-3810or431-6703t6 on act
Bedroom Apt. 5 ml. to UNH, unfunlshed,
ment: bureaus, sofas, chairs, tables, and
neys and mtgratlon"I The smlle's back •
finals?
Well,
c,
soon
as
they're
over
quiet, wooded setting, plentlful parking,
rugs. \;OIi Jennifer at 868-2992. 5/6.
Counselors: Co-ed chlldrens ca
thanks again for being such a sweetie.
remember .. .''we're the party people night
t~21/mo. Call Chris after 4 p.m., 868-2866
Penna. 6/21-8/21 positions av II blmp, N.A.
~~~l~if; , Susie P.S. Was that CWIP or CARP
and day!" Love you, Me. 5/2
leaders (23 and
a a e: Group
.io--Thlngs are deflnatety looking better. I'll
2
Yo Datesl Please try to keep your "toe sex"
never forget this year, even though you
Watrtserskl, T•nnts, ;;~i•ni:/i':'sm~,f WSI)
Dearest Two Fists High, "NOTHING BUT A PAR·
behind close doors. Ifs embarrassing for
One bedroom apt., summber sublet 5 mlns
have had numerous hangovers! You better
spo ' golf camping he d d •
eam
TY" • Tonight, tomorrow ... FOREVER. Much ,those of us who Just "hold hands." Love a
from UNH. 3 full sized rooms, pine pa'nelllng.
fine arts, woodworlc • ~M rama, guitar,
visit next year, and we'll go out drlnkln-g
Love,
Two
Handfuls
5/2
4Nltroted
hand-holder. 512- ==:....;:.ii_~_..::.
yoga Camp W
,
radio, photo
Plenty of room for 2 people. Grassy, shaded
some time. Have a great summer, and keep
Beach. NY 11561
12 Allevard St., Lido
setting. Call Victor at 742-0492 516
Deb, Jeff, Cath • Wow, what a P.O., they had
· In touch. Love Beth. "5/2
Hey Poz--: congratulations on your "hanker!
to call In the state troopers to contain the
lf myoeul n eed some chopstick I'll lend you
Responsible Incoming student with
Needed:Great office experience available
PLEASE HELP USIII Dover, summber sublet· for
51 2
50
adorable well trained medium sized d<,g. , partying. Fortunately the four of us got the
with Program Development at DCE full time.
three(responslble females preferred)· fall
g0vernor's
blessing
while
we
were
moblle.
Twit-It was a great year! Remember the
wishes
to
find
housing
for
fall
semester
lffGood typing skllls essential. Valred duties.
~ptlon for one rowdy but studious, 'nonLers
see
how
many
people
we
can
flt
In
the
Black Potatoes and those 5'4" blondes.
Durham. Would like housemates but prefer
Must be resoonslble. reliable. and a selfsmoking female! June 1st, $230/ month-rent
sou~ __l'!ext. tl_m~, Have the munchies and
Have a fantastic summer! Love, Bitch. 5/2
own room Call or write Steve Patterson, 212
starter. ~Y continue Into fall semester. Apnegona0Ie " AD:;ULU I tL Y necessary. Near
Carriage Drive, Middlebury Connecticut seml-blltzed_,Just rememtier tnere's citwavs
ply 1st floorVerrette House. 862-1088. 5/2
Wanted:
Creative and Enthusiastic In•
stores, residential area, K-van, central
Ritz. see yo tm ar Gideons next year for
06762, (203) 758-812-4(collect) 5/6
dlvldual Interested In the creative arts
vacuum, w/w, pool, tennis. Natalie 868-988-4
SUMMER HELP WANTED-Work skidy student to
another helping of Cousin Ezra's Best
(music.
art.
theatre, writing) to llve and work
or Tammy 868-98-49 5/2
·
"Joubs"
• Here's the personal I promised
Where Is Bow lake anyway? John, Ralph 5/2 · assist In the New England Center's Rapid
In the Creative Arts Mini Dorm as Artist-Inyou long ago. I'll never forget all the good
Copy Center, beginning May 19. Job Insemester!
"Did
I
tell
you
...
?"
Love,
Residence.
For more details please call
Webster House apartment, 2 bedrooms,
times we've had: Ice picks, brownies, Mubcludes training In offset printing. No typing
Nancy Cray 862-2192. Deadllne for apparking facllltes, kitchen, etc.... Mostly furPub, canoeing, mellow nights, looking for
or experience necessa~. part-tlme and full
Ima,
Buster,
Mrs.
Hymen,
WIiiy,
May
and
Norplication
Is
May
5. 5/2
nished, plenty of sun, also has a roof outside
steamers
and most of all being roommates.
-:,~rk available. Ca I Janet Doty at 862·
ton• We did ltl It was super working with youl
of the windows to sit on. Summer sublet May
I know there wlll be many more good times
DZ Seniors- By the time you read this, we'I
It
was
one
hell
of
a
great
Job.
I'll
miss
seeing
19 to whenever you want. Contact- Rob
over the summer and when you get back probably have found youl You guys are "off
Help wanted: All around cook-full time. Apvou everyday• Love, Gracie 5/2
Mike or Ken-Pl Kappa Alpha 868-9830 5/6 '
we've only Just begun. Te faltare mucho.
the walls", and we'll miss you next yeart Lots
ply to Richards Restaurant 355 Broadway,
BAF Here It Is, Glory Glory Hallelulah.
Con todo ml amor, LPV 512
of love, the underclaumen P.S. If you must
Summer Sublet-Olde Madbury Lane. 2
-Salem, NH 03079 5/6
, Prepare ye the way of the Lord. Hope you
leave, please take the BLACK ANTS with youl
bedrooms W/W carpeting. Semi furnished.
!JNH RUGBY TONIGHT! UNDER THE LIGHTS VS.
are feeling better and ready to reggae. Go
512
Interviewing for September 1980. Worktelephone. Beside swimming pool. Rent
DOVER R.F.C. TWO GAMES: "B" SIDE AT -7:oo· WILD. Love. SAM
.
study positions are available for studints InSummer Sublet w/fall option twoo females tn
$250 and utilities. Contact Manu 742-4524
"A" SIDE AT 8:30 ON THE UPPER FOOTBALL GPK• Thanksl MAF. p.s. 143 512
terested In peer counseling. Job entails
fully furnished apt In Dover. K-van, Avall may
Summer Sublet. Red Towers. $332.00 mo.
working on lndlvldual basis with students,
FIELD. THE BONE RULESI 5/ 2
19 $170 plus utilities entire summerl Near
Dear B & E: Thanks for all of the memories of
negotiable. Huge for two or three people
developing their study skills and helping
stores,
washer/dryer. Call Liz 749-18-42 or
the
past
3
yrs.
stoke
5,
pledging,
•
oz
ALL
COMM. DISORDERS MAJORS: The event
furnished. avallable May 15. Must be seen.
them gain confidence In being students.
862-1837. 516
•
of the year Is happening Tuesday night, wouldn't have been the same without you
to be appreciated. Cindy or Karoline 868Staff
development
and
skills
training
wlll
guysll
I
wish
you
both
lots
of
luck
In
your
May 6thll Dr. Murray's party starts 4:00 tll
Informational Tutor Meeting: 5-5:30 . pm,
1300. 5½2.
~.. nln~o In SAotambar. lnterestttc:11 Call
llves as Punk Rock Social Worker1I Love ya,
whenever.
Bring
Senate
your
own
Room,
food,
Mub,
grills
for
and
any
undergraduate
Durham Summer Sublet, triple occupancy, 2
6
---:~~9~_
C?! c;trop by Stoke Ro_o ni, 35C5/S.
drink will be provided. (rain date the 7th) Bird . P.S. Have you decided who's biggerInterested In tutoring 2-5 hours/week, $3.25bedroom apartment. Large living room with
yet? 512
$4.00/hour. Tutors needed especially In
5/6
fireplace, kitchen and full bath. $400/month
SUMMER WORK· UNH WIidiife Facility. Animal
Math and Sciences but all areas are
Wanted: My Notebook; Cardboard Cover Chancellors
Includes all utilities. Very close to campus
Caretakers, maintenance-carpentry, pain•
Office for summer. Experience
needed.
If Interested but cannot attend,
T&C
brand
with
UNH
symbol
on
front.
reads:
and private parking. Call 868-1301 5/2
, ting, etc.;_fl~ld research 40hr/wk. Work studv
call Sarah Seder, Special Services, 2-1562.
Dave Scanldn • Lord 310. contains simple motional meeting on Tuesday, May 6th, 5preferred. Dr. Martz Rm. 3 Pettee Hall 862·
Pay rate Is $3.25-$3.75/hr. Contact Len LamApartment for summer sublet. Red towers.
5/2
math
problems
and
many
loose
papers.
2·
1000.5/28.
,------ - - -Furnished, 2 bedrooms, large llvtngroom
1636 or 868-9715. Please Return, no use to positions, Boys' Camp (52nd year), Lenox,
Summer Work/study Job. Tour guide In an
and fireplace. Beautiful bay wlr-4ow, ooryoul 5/6
18th century ho"se museum. 20 hours/week
ch, kitchen, and bath. Rent Is ne\{l ~ ·'"-te.
at $4.25 hour 3 ml. from Portsmouth. Call 1·
call Charlene 868-1512 (This Is the corr-,ct
207-439-0358 5/2.
phone numberl) or Nancy or Joynt at 2·
1837. Please leave a message. 5/2
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WELL BABY CARE

PEDIATRICIAN Dr. Vivian Lewis
examines a healthy baby. As a
leading March of Dimes volunteer
in Flint, Mich., she helps develop
birth defects prevention programs. ·

court will tabulate how much the
several sources have told The New
·. , .. System owes its workers.
Hampshire that the policy nas
Grant said the Supreme Court's
been used by the System to prevent
decision caught the University
workers from unionizing.
System off guard, and System
One former PPO&M worker
lawyers were still deciding what to
who wished to remain anonymous
said pay increases and other
do next.
If the decision applies only to benefits were used to sway votes on
continued from page l
operating staff that received less unionization, and was directly
than a seven percent increase, responsible for the nearly two-toGrant said, the number of workers one margin that the proposal to
The SEA asked the Supreme
that will have to be compensated have the SEA represent PPO&M
Court to remad its decision to
would be low, probably less than workers was defeated in May of
Merrimack County Superior
1977.
100.
Court for enforcement of the
In any case, the Supreme . "Threats were made," the source
Supreme Court decision,
Court's decision is a major defeat said. "Those who determine merit
according to Linda Murtha,
for the Board of Trustees' long- raises said all benefits you have will
general counsel for SEA.
standing policy of giving raises to be lost if you vote to unionize. The
Murtha said the request was
System employees on the basis of vote was overwhelmingly opposed
worded so the Superior Court's
evaluations by their supervisors.
to unionizing;"
enforcement would be consistent
Red McDonough, executive
"Merit raises have never been
with the Supreme Court's ruling
director of the state office of given out according to merit," said
that all System employees should
ASCME and a Democratic state a source who currently works at
have received the .seven percent
representative from Manchester, PPO&M. "There has always been
raise. She said the SEA hopes the
said the svstem is "criminal" and a lot of favoritism."

Pay raises~<

State

hv Craie White

'Loo~ likei¼sqotn<3iobeacpxh;~011 Yvp,tha+Ll¥~~ ,£Bl
.\)~essional qoali+q.

20 percent off
All Books
*****

Durham S~opping Mall
Come to Expo '80

74Z..-Z9L4·
·we. CATER wr~ cGri5

. ·V!E Will BE.OPEN FOR BUSINESS ALL SUMMER

The source said the fact that a
seven percent raise given this year
(fiscal year 1979-80~ was ~crossthe-board and not a merit raise was
a factor -in PPO&M voting to
unionize in February.
According to Rep. Leo Lessard
(D-Dover), the language of the
1979 appropriations bill was
specifically designed to prevent the
Trustees from using the merit
system. "Our concern was that
they'd do it again," Lessard said.
Lessard said that since the 197778 increase was intended to
compensate for the rising cost of
living, it should have been
distributed across-the-board.
"With inflation as it is now, the
merit system hasn't been working,"
he said. "The Board of Trustees
should put the merit system on the
back burner."
Grant defended the system as
encouraging excellence, and
charged that the unions are
fighting it because it cuts into their
power.

"The merit pay policies date
back more than 30 years," Grant
said. "They were established to
reward performance in their
duties. The unions want to be the
only ones to get financial rewards
from their members."
On June 26, 1979, Merrimack
County Superior Court ruled that
both history and legislative intent
justified the Board of Trustees
using its discretion in giving out
the pay raises.
Grant said that ruling and
testimony by State Sen. D. Allan
Rock, a co-sponsor of the 1977
appropriations bill, was evidence
enough that the legislature
intended to give the Trustees
discretionary power.
The Supreme Court, however,
ruled that "nothing on the face of
this statute indicates a legislative
intent that the funds appropriated
thereby were to be used for
anything but a seven percent
increase for all system employees."
Richard Molan, chief negotiator
of the SEA, said, "the legislation
reads that the University System
should provide-and I quote-•a
sum sufficient to provide a salary
increse of seven percent.' There's
nothing about merit in that
language."
,
Grant said that, regardless OJ
whether the U mvers1ty System
asks for a rehearing, he is certain it
will ask the Supreme Court for a
clarification of its ruling.
Grant said the System is now
researching how many employees
received less than the seven percent
pay raise in fiscal year 1977-78.
Neither he nor Allan Prince, vice
president for budget and
administration, would estimate
how many faculty or staff
members received less than the
seven percent for that year.

UI

Noreste,
Admissions

A SERVICE OF THE UNH BOOKSTORE

MUB
COOS- CHESHIRE ROOM
'MON-FRI -MAY 12-16
9=00 - 400

August'80
Applicants
4-year
fully
· recognized and established
Mexican Medical School, with
several hundred American
students enrolled. Use English
language textbooks and
exams in English. School combines quality education, small
classes,
experienced
teachers, modern facilities.

Unlvei'sldad Del Noresta
120 East41 St.,NY. NY 10017

HELP WAN
torekeeper assistants--($ 3.10
per hour), Computer· Services Is
aklng appllcatlons for two parttime (15 - 20 hours per week)
positions. these Jobs Include bursting and decollatlng computer
printouts and delivering computer reports to campus
locations.
Minimum ·
Quallftcatlons Include high
school diploma and driver'
license. Jobs to begin Im
mediately. Contact Jim Shanklin,
Computer Services • 862-2323

..
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Rud1nan .
col'.)tinued from page 2
Iranian rescue mission and why it
failed . All the highly advanced
equipment was working. It was an
engine that failed."
"We need to reinstate the
registration of the draft," Rudman
said. "The all volunteer army
failed. It has put unfair stress on
minorities, more so than was called
for. The volunteer army is a great
threat to national security."
Rudman does approve of
women being included in the
registration of the draft.
"Women's equality is hard
fought and long overdue ,"
Rudman said. "Women can do just
about anything men can do and in
some professions they can do
better. There are some very
important jobs that women should fill. I don't think thoy should go to

.

I

CDAS
continued fr'G?m page 6
for them being around," Mauck
said.
_Mauck doesn':thinkthe pressure
will affect the group's coordination
efforts. But he is concerned with a
security development at the plant.
He said the PSC has installed

I

#

•

J

I

\

hydrant at the perimeters of the
plant site, with high pressure water
hoses.
"I don't even see how we11 get
near the fences if they have those
hoses on. The water from one of
those can break your neck," he
said.
Crang_all remains optimistic
about having the demonstrator
return.
"I'm a patient man," Crandall
said, "but this dof"4;;'l't seem fair to

PAGE ·SEVEN,TEEN

t

me. The people I talk to say they
can't do anything. They're passing
the buck and all I get is the merry
run around. They have no

CAMP COUNSELOR POSTITION AVAILABLE

Camp Arcadia for Girls, Casco, Maine: June 18 - august 1s: Archery,
Campcraft, Ceramics, Weaving, Arts (graphic, sculpture, silk screening,
etc.) Head of Dramatics, sailing. Must be 21 yrs. for Mountain Trip leader.
Phone Mrs. Fritts, (201) 538-5409 or write Pleasantville Rd., New Vernon,
New Jerse 07976

GRADUATING STUDENTS

Student's Rental
Luxury Apartment in Dover. Close to the
Hospital. 2 large rooms. Study room, kitchen,
and full bath. Wall to wall carpeting. Larg
backyard. Parking off street. for 2 or 3 persons.
$2,250 per semes·ter. For appointment call868-5542. Ask for Nick.

Do you need Short Term Medical Insurance?
3 months or 6 months coverage available
at a cost of less than $75 .00 - Immediate Issue
For Details Contact:

MORRISON AGENCY, INC.
6 Locust Street, Dover, NH 03820

742-\452

L.:::=========== ===========::..I

combat though. I fought in the
Korean War and know what it's
like. It's purely a physical reason, I
don't think women can stand it."
Rudman stated that he has
always had good relations here at
UNH. He has appeared a number
of times a guest lecturer and helped
the Student Government, when he
was Attorney General, by offering
advice during the difficult years in
the 60's.
"This University is made up of
some very thoughtful people, and I
hope that they support me in my
campaign," he said.

grounds, and there's no need of all
this talk going around. They (the
coalition) haven't bothered
anyone."

iGrateful Dead in concerti

PLANT SALE
Friday and Saturday, May 2nd and
3rd, Woodruff House wlll hold Its
second annual plant sale. Both Days
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Vegetables,
flowers, herbs, house plants and
macrame hangers wlll go on sale at
dirt cheap prices. Also, free demonstrations wlll be given on composting,
blocontrol, and solar heating. Come
to Woodruff House, the Environmental
Mini Dorm. Friday and Saturday May 2
and3 from 9:00 to 5:00.

BOSTON & PORTLAND
Best seats available
Call Portsmouth
1-431-8080

MclNTOSH ·O,t,
COMPUTE R
PROGRAM MING

Cobol Language Taught By
University. Computer specialists

SECRETAR IAL
_Typi~g -_.
Shortliand
·W~'re ~ecogniz~d :as the best in the field/

The best contaCt

of~urlife .
For clear

sailing.

"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
Nv obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination seIVices.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office service plan available

eysMss~~ili~ l!!H}~!!Fd
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM .

ACCOUNTING
Accounting And
Lam_b_ers·· CPA

~

.·

'X

m·

C

m
,

Review -Course,.

Taught by Richard F. Wa~do, C.PA**
**Our accounting courses are taught from the "nuts and bolts" to the
C.P.A. exam ·level. Mr. Waldo tias taught the highest percentage of
successful C.P.A. candidates in the· State of Maine· for the lasf two
years.

lntosh
1"w,.li1N,Bl~e
23 CATARACT AVENUE
. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820
11803174213518

Offlol_Non ....'flllrl. tN a.11. to I p.m., FIi. I lo I
lklntoll\ Collllt 1)fOWldll --- oppottunity in all ill operations
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EXPO '80
SPEC,IALS
May 2, 3

Free Safety Inspection

10% OFF all reflectors, lights, crash helmets, generators, locks, chains and Cannondale bike and book
bags.
25% Off Brooks Shoes
Villanova, Vantage & Vantage Supreme

30% Off
Travel Highback Baby Seats

Durham Bike

19 Jenkins Court, 'ourham, N. H.

868-5634

Mon.-Sat. 9-5

only 2,000 demonstrators.
"The number of passes will be
much, much less this time and
. there will be a strong checking of
credentials on the day of the
protest," said McKenney.
"As a matter of fact, many of the
demonstrators had obtained
passes in October. That won't
continued from page 4
happen again," he added.
McKenney said he doesn't
concern himself a great deal with
average-man and the consumer.
what he believes is blatant
"Hogwash again," McKenney
misrepresentation of statistics by
said. "The corporation which is the
the Coalition.
Public Service Company is
"They're
wet. It's a little scary
nothing more than the sum of
when you read their stuff. But I
17,000 workers."
don't think the .media or anyone
The one difference between the
else regards it as very credible," he
forthcoming May occupation atsaid.
·tempt and last October's aborted
What does concern McKenney
attempt, according to the
is the growing number of college
spokesman, will be the number of
students who are supportive of the
press passes issued. there were 478
anti-nuclear movement.
passes issued in October 1979, and_
"They (college studetfts) will be

Seabrook

all

-· tETUS

out looking for jobs soon. They're
going to be working with or for
corporations. And there is a high
correlation between the use and
availability of energy, and the
health of the economy."
"When Seabrook comes on line
in 19~5, less than five percent of
New Hampshire's electrical
generation will come from oil. The
rest, the majority will come from
nuclear and coal, along with
hydro-electric generation. Right
now about 13 percent of our
customers' electricity is nuclear,
from Massachusetts," McKenney
said.
So with the demonstration less
than a month away, the PSC
remains surprisingly calm over the
impending occupation attempt.
"I don't think they'll be
successful," McKenney said, "no
matter what the numbers. We11
just have to wait and see."

GOING TO EUROPE this summer?
Taking a trip out west?
Visiting friends for a weekend?

ENTERTAIN YOU!
Thursday, May 8
CHARLIE JENNISON
Friday, May 9
BEN BALDWIN
Saturday, May 10
CHARLIE JENNISON

If so, we've got the pack to
do it with!

lf D:::::::;:;::L:;:R
-tllllltk;:;;'Cr11i/s
TRAVELLERS.

8:30PM-Closing

WILDWOOD LOUNGE
THE NEW ENGLAND CENTER
STRAFFORD AVENUE
DURHAM, N.H.

·
Pette·e Brook Lane
· · ·· · Durham, ·New Hampshire 03824
~·
Tel. (603) 868-5584
Wilderness Camping. Back Packing, Ski Touring

..•

·

n.-Fri. 9-5:30. Thur. Eve. Tit 8:30. Sat.

9-5
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PUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ANNUAL MEETING

·FALL 1980
SEMESTER AT SEA

I

I

MERRIMACK ROOM, MUB
TUESDAY MAY 6
2:00PM

There is an informational meeting for
all U. N. H. Studen'ts who have applied for
the FALL 1980 voyage.
Associate admissions director Debbie
Pike will ve there to discuss this fall'~
program and at!_swer any questions you
may have. All Fall '80 applicants are en'couraged to attend.

Wanted: Two students at-large
to serve on the pub board
for acadimic year 1980-81

•

I
Help.get the pub rolling
in a new direction! !

MERRIMACK Room, Mo~. May 5

7: 30 P .M. IN THE MUB.
*great opportunity to get to know some of*

your fellow world travellers!!

i

Interested? Want to get involved?II
Come to the.annual Pub meeting,
Everyone is welconie.
for more info contact David, 3-1001

1

1
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Reynolds, Romano co-captains

!/!!!!!!!!!!!)!)!!i!!!!)!)!)!:Bill N~der!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(![{}!}!!!i!!!}!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!}!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~\~.

Blu.e-White· or Black 'n' Blue
"We usually divided up the team
and the coaching staff and held a
mock draft, NFL style. It was a fun
thing but the weather forces us to
make some decisions regarding
our squad that we normally would
have already made," said Bowes.
49-30-3 in his carer.
Strengths and weaknesses come
under the microscope Saturday
and Bowes and his staff will be
alert.
Heading this years' squad are
the 'Cats newly named cocaptains, Keith Reynolds (defense)
and Doug Romano (offense).
Reynolds, a defensive tackle and
Romano, a tight end, drew praise
from the head coach. "The squad
made two excellent choices. The
voting was overwhelming and that
shows the respect held for both of
them, " Bowes said. ··1hey·11
provide the leadership necessary
for a team to challenge for a
championship."
Others receiving accolades from
Bowes we,e defensive backs PeterBergeron and Tom Delosier along,
with wide receiver Bill Peach.
"They've all had excellent springs.
Peach shows great promise,"
Bowes said.

By Larry McGrath
The annual Blue-White football
game is steep in tradition. ~pen to
the public, it's usually c<:>ns,~dere~ a
"bring the wife and k1~s affa1r.
This Saturday may be different
New England;s typically dreary
spring weather has forced UNH
football coach Bill Bowes to place
more emphasis than usual on the
intrasquad matchup.
"We were supposed .to have a
filmed full-contact scrimmage last
Saturday but it rained. So we will
still have to evaluate some players
to finalize our depth chart," Bowes
said.

"Our defensive line is back
intact. Hirons (Steve), Reynolds
(Keith), Clemente (Joe) and Gray
(Doug) are all returning. We just
need backups for them.
Linebacker is a position we're
concerned about," said Bowes,
1975 N.E. coach-of-the-year. "We
lost three out of four starters to
graduation and we're looking at
some people there."
Starter Steve Doig returns next
fall after missing the spring
sessions with a back injury.
Lettermen Tom Schladenhauffen
and Chris Kosinski also lend their
experience to the linebacking
corps: The coaching staff has been
experimenting with defensive back

.The NCAA allows 20 . "full,
outside" practices in a 30-day
spring period. The Wildcats have
been hurt by Mother Nature so
they are behind in their work.
"We had hoped to get in about 18
workouts this year but the weather
has limited us to about 15. Our
number one offense hasn't worked
together much yet, neither has our
first-string defense. We really need
the work," said the 'Cats mentor.
In Bowes eight previous springs
he had more time and a lighter

attitude towards the off-season
' workouts.
Ron McDonald at an outside
linebacking spot.
"Ron's had an excellent spring,"
Bowes said. "We feel he has great
potential at linebacker."
The annual showcase of talent
should · attract a number of
interested onlookers this year.
"We open thi~ up for the
community, alumni and members
of the faculty as well as students.
It is the end of the spring drills, a
time that is hard to coach because
there are no immediate goals or
new opponents· to face. After that
everyone gets a needed rest,'' said
Bowes.

Q. When is .a season not a
season?
·
A. When it's a whole year.
UNH men's track coach John
Copeland takes his outdoor
(spring) squad to the Yankee
Conference Championship
tomorrow at the umversny ot
Rhode Island.
Copeland has been coaching a
competing varsity team since
September when his 5-1 crosscountry squad began its schedule.
Without a break, he took over the
indoor squad and guided them to a
6-5 record.
Then came spring when a young
m~n•« thnmrhts turn to romance.
Coepland began thinking about
his April 5th opener against Bates
and MIT.
"The long year kind of wears
you down," Copeland said. "No

Baseball

Christmas or sprin~ break and
hours of recruting aild scouting is
. really a grind."
Stay_in_g
"hungry", as Copeland called 1t 1s
hard over the long run especially
for the distance runners.
"The distance runners compete
in all three track seasons starting
their preparatory workouts in
early July. The championships will
be held around June seventh in
Austin (Texas) so that it's almost
one year of continuous running"
Copeland said.
"It's hard to keep up that
competitive edge week after week
for four years."
Coepland takes his 3-3 outdoor
squad into the YC's knowing what
to expect from his charges.
"Those guys that are psyched to
do well, will perform fine. The
others will just be going in to set
personal records and give it their
best shot" Copeland said.
1
W_l)_at he doesn't know is what to
starters in back-to-back home
· doubleheaders today and
tomorrow.
Saturday's twin-bill against
Connecticut, last season's District
I champions, has been rescheduled
to a 1:00 starting time.
#

continued from page 20

last tive times they have attempted
to take the field.
The cancellations have not
helped New Hampshire's playoff
chances. "It's going to be difficult,"
Conner said, "but you never know
with these people who do the continued from page 20
selecting."
Arnold and O'Hara coast~d into
Practicing inside the Paul Sweet first place, 19 seconds ahead of
Oval has also damaged UNH. "It Bowdoin and Colby.
put us behind a little bit and I just
In the javelin the Wildcats had
hope it doesn't put us back to third and fourth place marks from
where we were a couple of weeks
Kathy Hawkins with 110'9 1/2"
ago," Conner said. "Hell, we'll just and Dawn White with her best
have tosee what happens."
throw this season, 108'2 1/2".
Conner plans to use Charlie
New Hampshire travels to
Jones, Terry Williams, Tom Springfield College this weekend
O'Shea and Andy Adams as his_ to participate in the Springfield

Wo1nen's
track

With only two days of school remaining, m~ny students_ are
beginning to think about grades. You know, that smgle letter with a
plus or minus occasionally,,attache~.
.
Well I think it's better to give than receive, or as they say m the
sporting world, I would rather be a pitcher tha.n a catcher. A~ter
many careful hours of examination, I have denved the followmg
results:
.
Football (5-4-2) Too bad about those injuries. Still, hke the season
before, mediocrity cannot be ~olerated from our star student. CSoccer (10-5-2) Very impressive. Top of the cl~ss ~t the Yankee
Conference, and that's a pretty tough t~st con~1dermg your past
performances. A professor is always lookmg for improvement. ~ut
you flunked out in the ECAC's to a school you bettered _on the first
exam. So if you're going to bitch about your B pl_us, bitch to BU.
Cross-country (5-1) Good job. The rest of you kids should learn
from this guy. Second highest score in t~e Yankee C~mfere!1ce and
1:ec-nnd in thP New Fngfan,h; ' Kt>t>Jl worhng ~nci yn11J111:t might nm

.-...
Doug Romano
After Saturday the players get a
reprieve from rigorous drilling for
a couple of months.
"Everyone needs a break. The
kids go right into finals next week
then they get to relax a little,"
Bowes said. "In July we send them
a workout program that we expect
them- to '"r~ilow ·before coming to
um 1.:amp m m10-f\ugust.
"The practices we've been able
to hold have all been excellent and.
Saturday is• the climax," Bowes
said.

-T ~acksters prepare f or Y C's
By Larry McGrath

Athletic probation
for men's sports

expect from his opponents at the
YC's .
-~with the Yankee Conference:
disbanding in several sports, there
is little interest in this meet from
some schools. Some. of the best
guys may not go Saturday and wait
for . the New Englands (May 1718)," he said.
Between Alex Miller (hammer
throw), Joel Dennis (discus and
shot put) Tobey Russ (pole vault)
and Greg DeVolder in the long
jump, Copeland should gather
some gold.
"We've had a good season this
spring, set some records, but I
think some guys overrated
themselves and some didn't
blossom as much as I expected,"
Copeland said. "But then again
this is not much of a growing
season for anything here in New
England."

to the head of the class. B plus.
Golf (0-1) Hey, if you want to take just one exam and _then skip out
into the woods, suit yourself. Triple boegey, but an improvement
from last season.'s 0-5-1 hackers. D.
·
· Fall baseban:t(6-2) One of the more steady students m the class. But: ,
a tad off from the season before. B
.
Tennis (.1-3) I wish you did better, ~ecause you have such ,mce
parents: I know you're trying, s_o practice those"'lerves, but don t try
to return your C-.
·
.
•
Basketball (4-22) What am I going to do with you? I reahze you rt
taking tough courses, but I don't make out your schedu~e. D-.
Hockey ( 12-18) So you 're human after all.Just when the kids started
calling you "Bookworm" and "~oin_dexter." Peer pressure, some
kids have to learn how to deal with 1t. C.
Swimming (2-9) Anoth~r disappoint~ent. I ~ep~ warning you about
.taking 501 without takmg 401 first. Like I said, lean~ t~ do the ~og
paddle before you attempt the backstroke." But you ms1st on gomg
backward. D
•
Wrestling (4-13) You 're the only stud_en_t I know w~o alway~ comes
to class unprepared. You 're always m!ssmg so,methmg. I don t know
how many quizzes you missed, :,but 1t doesn t matter now. D plus.
Indoor track (6-5) Good enough for a C plus.
Spring track (3-3) Incomplete. I am still waiting for the results of
Saturday's final exam.
.
.
.
Lacrosse (4-6) Incomplete. I expected big thmgs from you, but now I
have no choice except to remain patient and let you develop at your
own pace. Need a ~ittl.e work at do~ting your i's, and crossing your t 's.
I think the potential 1s there, but m the future, try not to gag on the
big exam.
Baseball (8-8) Incomplete. So many o~ your exams have been
cancelled, it's tough on both of us. _I admire your perseverence and
will consider it in my final evaluation.
Class Valedictorian: Soccer
~-Gr-ade_sfo_rt_he_wom-en_w_ill_bep_os-ted-op-Tu-esd-ay.._. - ' " ": "
""

Sport Shorts
Laxwomen seeded third
The UNH ·women's.lacrosse team (6-2) is the third seed in this
weekend's New England· Tournament at Dartmouth.
Massachusetts and Harvard top the five Division I teams, with
Rode Island and Dartmouth completing the field.
Yale was invited to participate, but withdrew from the
competition yesterday for unknown reason~.
,
. .
New Hampshire benefits from a bye m todays preli~mary
competition, but will play Harvard tomorrow at 1:0~. Th_e Cnmson
humiliated the 'Cats 6-1, two weeks ago at Memonal Field.
Harvard uses a zone defense which presented UNH with
numerous problems in their only meeting this season. L~st year, New
Hampshire defeated Harvard and Rhod,e Island _m the New
Englands, before losi.ng to massachusetts, 4-3, m 20T and
Dartmouth, 6-4.
.
.
The top three finalists in the New England tourney will play m the
Division I USWLA Nationals being.held at Princeton from May 911. UNH was third in the nation last season.

Seattle lands Loehle
Relays, a meet open to anyone not
attending the Regionals in
Pittsburgh. UNH had few
qualifiers for the Regional meet
and Krueger wanted the team to
have one last meet as a full squad.
She hopes to gain a few more New
England qualifiers.
The New Englands will be held
next weekend, May IO in Hanover.
At this point, the Wildcats have lO
people to participate in 10 ~vents.

follow all UNH
sports in the

New Hampshire

UNH senior wide re~eiver Dave Loehle signed with the Seattle
Seahawks of the NFL yesterday as a free agent. Loehle, who can also
!>~ used as a kick returner, will attend a two day rookie camp next
weekend.
Linebacker Greg Donahue is expected to sign as a free agent with
the Cincinnati Bengals. The report is unconfirmed.

LeCompte honored
· New Hampshire sophomore outfielder Paul Lecompte was
selected at the Yankee Conference rookie-of-the-week in the fourth
weekly 1980 baseball poll.
LeCompte hit .500 for the week with seven RBI and fo1:1r runs
scored in the Wildcats four vict0ries.
Mik~ Salinaro leads the YC in triples with five, and is third in
hitting with a .386 batting average. Teammate Chris Collins is
second with a .415 average.
.
Collins and Salinaro trail only John Bartlett (:417) of Vermont,
v..- ho will oppose UNH today at I :00 on Brackett Field.
· :.ill ·
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Dart inou th finishes -off UNH, 14-1 1By Gerry Miles
They were there, just waiting to ,
get beaten. Like a baserunner
leading off first base daring the
pitcher to try and pick him off.
And then they were pick~Q. off.
Exploding for three quick
fourth period goals in the final four
minutes, Dartmouth came from
behind to edge the Wildcats 14-11
for its fourth straight victory. It
was the tourth straight loss for
UNH which now stands at 4-6
while Dartmouth evens its record
at 4-4.
·
UNH's Eric Fraser scored his
second goal of the day early in the
fourth quarter when John Fay hit
him cutting through the slot to put
the Cats up 11-10 in an on going
see-saw battle.
Bob Gary, Green high scorer
with four goals, tied the score once
again 11-11 three minutes later.
After the 'Cats buzzed around
Charlie Moore's cage, Dartmoµth's John Dodd raced down
field on a break, turned away from
a double team and fired a low shot
from 15 yards out which beat UNH
goalie Peter Sheehan to his right.
"It was the momentum we
needed," said Dodd afterwards.
"We had it after that. We were kind
of down until the goal, and then we
got the momentum."
Dartmouth never lost a face-off
after that and put the game away
when sophomore Rob Olsson
scored 23 seconds later converting
a Steve O'Neill feed. Olsson
returned the favor minutes later
_ for his linemate and Dartmouth
had the game 14-11.
"I didn't think we'd have it until
the final buzzer," said Olsson. "It
was still close after (John) Dodd
scored. We needed the insurance
goal; that's what started it."
"1:he face-offs are the key,"
contmued Olsson. "With those you
control the flow. They can't score if
you have the ball."
For the Wildcats, it was another
case of close, but not quite.
But for most of the game, UNH
looked good, controlled play, and
was always in the thick of it.
Trailing by a goal 7-6, at the half,

· UNH ~utscored Dartmouth 4-2
and took a 10-9 advantage in~o the
fourth quarter. But then the roof
fell in in the fourth when
Dartmouth roared back with a 5-1
scoring spurt.
"We've always had a slow third
quarter for some reason," . said
Green coach Dudley Hendricks
after the game. "If you know what
might help would you let me
know?"
"In the past games we've been
outscored something like 43-13
including today's game,"
Hendricks added.
Dodd, who would come back to
haunt the Cats later, evened the
score at 10-10 early in the final
stanza.
"It's like football," reasoned
UNH midfielder Eric Fraser. "You
can't keep playing defense all day;
the other team is bound to score."
Steve Glover paced the UNH
attack with three goals, while Fay,
Fraser, and Brian Noyes each
scored twice. Curt Shumway and
Don McDowell added lone tallies
in the losing effort.
While the seasons': goals are gone
with the loss to Massachusetts for
the Northeast crown, the personal
goals still remain and the pride is
what will carry the Wildcats
through their final games of the
year.
A few Wildcats are up for
nomination to play in the NorthSouth game though the names
wouldn't be released. And a few UNl-i' attackman John Fay gives it his Bobby Orr impe~~riatlon as he beats Darmouth goalie Charlie Moore. '
are definite All-American status Note the b~II in the center of the net. (Art Illman photo)
candidates as well.
But for most: the satisfaction
comes from putting out a complete
effort.
"We'll win the next two," said
Fraser, "but it's just a game now_.
There are personal goals to shoot By
Cathy Plourde
One University record was discus with a throw of 116'1 1/2".
for."
Millie Pelletier finished first and
broken as Muzzy Smith ran an
The midfield area was weakened
The UNH \\'.Omen tracksters
Wednesday when veteran picked up their first two wins 11 :52.S in ·the two mile to knock fifth in the high jump and 220 yard
four seconds off the record set on dash, respectively. Her 27 .5 second
midfielders Ansis Kalnajs and
Wednesday afternoon to roll over the UNH track by Linda Schneider performance in the 220 is her best
Mark Ganzer quit the team in an
Bowdoin College and University a year ago. Smith's clocking was clocking in the event this season.
apparent dispute over playing
of Maine at a meet held at good for second place.
Half milers Laura Stuart and
time.
Bowdoin. Colby College of
Lisa McM~hon displayed her Janet O'Hara ran the 440 yard run
The 'Cats will hope to snap its
Waterville came out on top by an versatility capturing two fourth for a change of pace. Stuart
current tailspin when they play at
11 point margin with 81 points to place marks, running 13.3 in the captured third in 64.7 with O'Hara
Vermont Saturday afternoon.
New Hampshire's 70, Bowdoin's 100 meter dash and qualifying for right behind in 65.8.
UVM fell to the Wildcats last year,
49 and U Maine's 28.
Missy Collins led the way in the
the New EnJ?land meet in the
but played a very tough game.
880 yard run with 2: 18.6 for first
place, five seconds in front of
Colby's Ellen Campbell.
The distance events were strong
points for UNH as the Wildcats
checked in two-three in both the
mile and two-mile. Mia Arnold
met second place with 5: 17 .8 while
Laurie Munson ran her season best
any chance at all."
in 5:20.3. Smith was &econd in the
If Conner sounds like a
two-mile and Kerry Reed ran her
desperate man, it's mainly because
season best in 12:02.1.
he is. UNH has just concluded a
In the 100 meter hurdles,
\pair of road trips, to no avail.
Wildcats Pelletier and Karen
The first was a Friday night trip
-Ramsey claimed second and third
to Maine, a nine hour round trip.
also. Pelletier's 16.8 time is under
A doubleheader scheduled for
controversy. UNH head coach
5aturday was rained out after
Nancy Krueger has reason to
UNH completed its infield and
believe Pelletier's time was in the
batting practice. The games will
area of 16.0.
not be rescheduled.
"They were having problems
The second trip was to Colby
with the watches," said Krue_ger
College, a seven hour round trip.
"They told Millie she had a 16.0,
UNH took a 3-2 lead into the third
which would make sense because
inning and the game was cancelled
she was only about two-tenths of a
because of rain. Once again, no
second behind the front runner
make-up.
who was clocked at 15.8. But when
"It's more of a letdown knowing
they gave us the official results,
that we are not going to make up
they had her down with a 16.8 ."
the Maine. games," captain Greg
In the 440 relay, the team of
Jablonski said. "It could be a
Cheryl Taatjes, Pelletier, Ramsey
decisive factor in us making the
and McMahon missed New
playoffs or not.
England qualifying standards by a
"I don't think the AD is doing
slim three-tenths of a second. They
all he can to get the games in," he
have one more opportunity as
continued. "If it was football, it
they'll run at Springfield this
would be a different story."
weekend. UNH placed third with
UNH will try to play Vermont
52.7.
again today after being rained out
Collins built up a comfortable
the past two days. The wildcats
lead for the rest of the two-mile
t:.~ relay squad as she, Laura Stuart,
have been rained out four of the
UNH goalie Peter Sheenan, an All-New England selection the past two
years, heads upfield as he receives a pass in Wednesday's 14-11 loss to WOMEN'S TRACK, page 19
BASEBALL, page 19
Dartmouth. (Art Illman photo)

~ .~.

•
Wome n tracks ters win
two

Wildc at nine will
try again today
By Bill Nader
So you want to go on the spring
trip. Okay, that11 be$175eachand
the van is right over there. That
was the beginning of what has been
a discouraging season for the UNH
baseball team.
Last year,the Wildcats traveled
by air and when they suited up to
carry out their p.urpose, umpires
were present. This year, the
umpires did not show because they
were not paid. "I didn't have any
money to give them," said UNH
coach Ted Conner.
The nine scheduled games were
played out, but the results were
unofficial. For the record, UNH
came home with a 5-4 record.
"It's not the same without
umpires," said sophomre pitcher
Tom O'Shea. "We had our trainer
(Dave Parsons) standing behind
the m<'und calling balls and
strikes:.
·
It's hard to get up for that kind
of situation."
Currently, UNH would get up
~o~ any ~in~ ?fsituation, as long as
1t 1s outside. 'The outfield is soggy
and wet, but the infield is what
we 're worried about," Conner said.
"We11 play tomorrow if we have
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